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ALBUQUERQUE,

PUIS

FIRED

Shot.
Railroad Employes Are

Jeered.
Ambush Tried to Kili Super-

intendent Thomas.
BURNED.

icket, R. I., June 12.

The city
,have declined to Increase the
oree to meet the unusual
from the Btrlke of the
Traction company's men here
Providence.
Six companies of
and two of cavalry are patrol
today by order of Gov
Imball. The action of the gov-i- s
precipitated by a serious dls-last evening when a detach- sixteen special deputy sheriffs
tacked by a crowd that demol-street car. 1 ne officers were
and a number of persons in-boy has been shot, fatally, it
In a volley fired into the crowd
leputies.
uiet that prevailed when the
irrlved was broken just before
ten four cars became stalled In
I on Pawtucket avenue.
Each
arded by four deputy sheriffs
tachment of special officers. A
cavalry hurried to the locality
:ompany of infantry followed,
diers made their way to the
o! the crowd and a bombard-- t
stones began. A number of
and men were struck and
Deputies stopped the
ht by firing a volley into the
8 caused the crowd to fall back
car proceeded,
another car, escorted by cav-filled with deputy sheriffs,
lied on Lain street by the mob.
crashed througn the windows
umu't M as raised. Then a
fired by the deputies rang
anner Peterson, 12 years old,
haps fatally wounded. Appar-was the only one injured, but
dent staggered the crowd. The
i bai'ly damaged and then per-tg

s

e

!

i

ROCK ISLAND OFFICIALS.
A

Party Due Hereto

Look Over Con-

nection With the Great System.

d

vol-hot-

THEY FAVOR SCHEME.

s

o

pass.

M.OYES ARE DEPUTIES.
es Were Placed on the Railroad Tracks.
din, Pa., June 12. As the result ot the street car boycott growing
out of the trouble between the Venango Power company and its employes,
the street car employes both In this
city and Oil City have been sworn in
as deputy sheriffs. Very few people
are riding on the cars. Up to a late
hour last night men lined the tracks

It is learned today that a party of
Rock Island officials are due in this
city in a few days, and it is also understood that they will look into the feasibility of connecting Albuquerque
with the great system which now
skirts through Guadalupe and Otero
counties to El Paso. It is also understood that the officials, now en route

to this city, are favorable to the proposition of building from this city to a
connection with the Rock Island.
The Citizen representative has seen a
letter, from which the above facts are
gleaned, and there is every reason to
believe that the Rock Island officials
will be here in a very short time.
BEET SUGAR SENATORS.

Chances for Passing the Reciprocity
on the principal streets, hooting
Bill are Lessened.
and conductors and endeavor12. Tbe repub
Washington,
ing to dissuade people from patron- lican beet sugarJune
senators held a con
izing the line. Torpedoes were placed ference this alternoon
for the purpose
on the tracks is many places.
of making a general canvas of the situation with reference to the prospect
ATTEMPTED TO KILL
of legislation in the Interest of Cuban
reciprocity. The conciliation commitMen in Ambush Fired at Superintendtee reported a failure to secure the
ent Thomas.
adoption of any ot its.prorositions by
Wilkesbarre. Pa., June 12. An at- the committee end there was a gentempt was made last night on the life eral exchange of views, the preponderof Superintendent Thomas of the Will-la- ance of wnicli were favorable to the
A. Colliery of the Lehigh Valley opinion the prospect of the passage of
company at Old Forge north of this the recipiocity bill had been materially
'ity. Lately crowds have been gather- lessened by the testimony given yestering on the hill which overlooks the day before the Cuban committee by
colliery and throwing stones at men at Thurber.
work within the enclosure. The supM. Wlsbrun. the Bernalillo butcher,
erintendent was taken to and from the
colliery on a locomo..ve. Last night who was here last night, left this
a' number of men in ambush opened morning for Bernalillo.
Fortunately
fire on the locomotive.
the engine was traveling rapidly and
REQUEST REVOKED.
soon outrun the shots. About ten
shots were fired.
mot-orme-

n

Agreement

FIRE RECORD TODAY.

Regarding the

El

Paso

Postoffice Carried Out.
Big Plants in Wheeling and Pueblo
Were Burned.
Wheeling. W. Va., June 12. The
CAMPBELL WILL RETIRE.
plants of the Exley Watkins Catsup
Preserve company, the Wheeling Matt
ress company and the Acme Box company were destroyed by fire today.
Washington. June 12. The president
The loss Is $150,000 and about 500 has revoked his request of the senate
persons are thrown out of employment. to hold up the nomination of T. H.
to lie postmaster at El Paso,
A Pueblo Fire.
Texas,
the nomination is now exPueblo, Col., June 12. The Standard pected and
to lie promptly acted upon by
Fire Pressed Prick works north of that body. Mr. Oshausen was nominatthis city were damaged by fire to the ed early last March, buf R. F. iani-bel- l,
amount of $150,000. The loss is nearly
the present incumbent, made a
covered by insurance.
strong contest for retention of office.
The case was finally compromised by
IRRIGATION BILL
permitting Campbell to remain in office
until July next and the nomination of
The House Now Hat That Measure his successor in the meantime has
been held up to permit this comproUnder Consideration.
Washington. June j2. In the house mise agreement to lc carritd out.
today Mr. Dalzell presented as a spe.
Sheep Sanitary Board.
cial order a rule lor the consideration
Sheep
The Territorial
Sanitary
of the senate irrigation bill. Mr.
of Indiana, opposed the adoption board should have met In regular an
of the rule. He declared the bill will nual session, in this city, this morning,
owing to the absence of H. W.
le beneficial to arid land states and but
dangerous to others. The whole Kelly, the I.as Vegas member, the
scheme is undemocratic and in the in- meeting will not convene until tomorrow morning. Hon. Solomon Luna of
terest of land grants to railways.
Mr. Underwood, of Alalama, favored Los Lunas. and W. S. Prager of Ros
the rule. He argued the only method well the other members, are present.
of building up arid land states was to Mr. Kelly will arrive tonight. Matters
provide tor their irrigation. The bill of great interest t( the sheep raisers
wouldn't take a dollar out of the treas- of the territory will be brought up for
ury, he said. It was only to use the discussion.
Rob-inso-

NUMBER 170

tlmlstic.

T

New-land-

is Reported Fatally

BIG PLANTS

proceeds from the sale of lands of each
state for the benefit of such state. Mr.
Shafroth. of Colorado, and Mr.
of Nevada, also argued for the
adoption of tue rule. The resolution
was then adopted without division. The
house then resolved Itself into committee of the whole and entered upon
consideration of the Irrigation bill. It
was arranged Mr. Mondell. of Wyoming, should control the time for the
measure, and Mr. Ray, of New York,
against it.
Mr. Mondell submitted an entended
argument in favor of the bill. The
amount of land that might ultimately
be reclaimed by Irrigation was estimated, he said, at between 35,000,000 and
70,01.0,000 acres. The fear expressed in tome quarters that to increase
the irrigation area will disastrously
affect the values of farm3 in the middle west Is clearly without reasonable
foundation and was an extremely narrow and provincial view of a great
national question. It Is estimated, ne
said, the pending bill would produce a
fund from the sale of public lands of
between two and two and a half million dollars which would gradually increase. Also it is estimated the cost
of bringing to the settlers will be
about 110 per acre; that at the present
rate the bill would bring 25.000 acres
under irrigation annually. Mr. Ray of
New York opened In opposition to the
bill. He declared the friends of the
measure had sought to create the Im
pression the irrigation of arid lands
in the west was a continuation of the
free home policy of the government.
The scheme would benefit certain
states but at the expense of others.
The public lands he contended, belonged to the people of all the states.
This bill proposed to take the pro.
ceeds of their sale to develop one section of the country.
C. F. Waugh, In the commission business alth hpnilnnarrprs at Trinidad.
Col., is here. Frank always picks up
a nice trade on every visit he makes
to the territorial metropolis.
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Annual Exercises Held

Last Evening.
An Able

Address by Judge
Baker.

Diplomas Presented
Clancy of

by

President

the Regents.

He thanked the citizens of
Albuquerque for their loyal supnort
and then presented the prizes. The
prize of $25 given by Dr. J. A. Henry
for highest general Bholarship was won
by Miss Lillian Huggett. of Magdalena.
Two prizes were given by Dr. W. R.
Hope. The first, $15. was for the best
record in history and was won by
James Wroth. The second, $10, was
for the second best record In history
and was won by Miss Mata Tway. All
three prizes will be perpetual. The
program was closed with the quartet.
"Open the Gates of Glory." A large
number of gifts for the graduates were
placed in an ante room and delivered
This
at the close of the exercises.
evening the Juniors will entertain the
seniors on a hay ride.

SWITCHMEN
Dissatisfied

th?

AWARD

0F PRIZES.

The formal commencement exercises

of the University of New Mexico were
held last evening in Colombo hall. The
hall was filled with friends of the graduates and of the Institution and fifteen
young people received diplomas. The
members of the class. President W. O.
Tight, Professor Hodgin. F. W. Clancy
and Dr. James Wroth, who are mem
bers of tbe board of regents, and Judge
B. S. Baiter, who was the speaker ot
the evening, were seated on the stage.
It was soon after 8 o'clock when the
curtain rose and the first number was
a delightfully rendered piano duet by
Misses Everltt and Powers, alumnae of
the university. The invocation was
given by Dr. C. A. Bunker, of the Lead
Avenue Methodist church. The vocal
duet, "The Starry Heaven," was given
by Misses Cora Gehring and Grace
Houghton.
Judge Benjamin S. Baker was introduced by President Tight to make the

commencement address. Judge Baker
began by relating a number of anec
dotes and good stories which put the
audience in a great good humor. He
then seriously considered the problems
that confront the class. Up to this
time they have had their professors to
aid and advise and counsel them, bur
now they must stand alone and use
their strength, knowledge and training
He urged them to aim high and to
have the highest ideals. Money, Judge
Baker said, is all right but the tenden
cy of men today is to make too much
of It. Its acquisition should not be
made the chief object in life for wealth
and all the power It represents, does
not stand for real worth. There la an
inclination today to place a Rockfeller
and a Shakespeare Hide by side.
Thoroughness was made much of
and the speaker said in his own profession men came before him who were
lacking In the accuracy and breadth of
their knowledge. What the world de
mands and what the chief aim the
student should cultivate Is strength of
mind, thoroughly trained, broad, able
to overcome difficulties and defy de.
feat. Genius Is not much. It is the
man who works that counts. Labor is
the key to all success and the man
with a special aptitude In some par
ticular direction is usually worthless
in others. The student who makes a
success in life is the one who con
tinues to be a student and worker after
graduation, who brings to the solution
of the harder problems of life a thor
oughly trained mind, the priceless
Quality of application and the deter
An ordinary
mination to overcorve.
text book education of itself is not
much but with It must be applied com
mon sense. Speaking of dressing, he
said the clothes never made the man,
It is highly commendable to dress
neatlv and well, but many a young
man with no overcoat to his back is a
nobler, manlier man than the one with
a swallow tail and a diamond. A more
spirit can not exist than
the one that prompts us to dress up In
fine apparel because perhaps our
neighbors can not emulate us.
The orator dwelt on the truth of the
old saw that honesty Is the best policy.
The boy or girl who begins life with a
determination which never falters to
deal fairly with all men, will deserve
and command an esteem that will go
far toward bringing a large measure of
success. The speaker also counseled
sobriety and the utmost care of the
greatest of all blessings, good health
Good health was all that a boy or girl
starting in life need demand in order
to succeed. All else might well depend
upon bis own efforts, and with himself
would lie the responsibility for his success or failure. The judge congratulated the graduates upon the measure
of success they had already attained
as their presence on the stage indicated. He urged them to study at least
five more years, it they bail means, and
it they had not to study five more
years anyway. He Bpoke of men who
len years ago were lacking in every advantage and who by their own efforts
had acquired all for which they had
aimed

After a violin solo by Bruno
accompanied by Mrs. Himoe,
Hon. F. W. Clancy, as president of the
board of regents, presented tbe diplomas. He prefaced the presentation by
a few brief remarks in which he congratulated the class on its appearance.
Those who received diplomas were:
Academic Department
Bruno E.
DiecUmann, Ralph A. Halloran. Lillian
G. Huggett, Thomas F. Keleher, Jr.,
Irma Tascher, Linus I Shields.
Normal Department Nellie C. Brewer. Mabel C. Hunt, Oliver J. Van Wag-neMinnie E. Craig, Edna Manwarin.
Commercial Department Lou Hughes, Norah Werner, Raymond Neilson,
Dicck-man-

with

ON STRIKE.
Change

Made

in

Paso Yards.
The half a dozen switchmen em
ployed by the El Paso & Rock Island
walked out this morning, says the El
Paso Herald.
The trouble' has been brewing for
Borne time and with the appointment
yesterday of I. Miller, an old railroad
man and
to the position
of yardmaster, recently resigned by
Oliver Carr. things came to a crisis.
It seems that the Rock Island Intend
ed to abolish the position of
and give to Oliver Carr, who
has held that position for some time,
the title of foreman of the engines.
Superintendent of Terminals Alexander was to take on his shoulders the
duties of the yardmaster.
Carr dilnt like this, and resigned;
and Miller was appointed in his stead.
Miller runs on the road and the
swltchmtn objected to a road man
taking a yard position. So their resig
nations this morning is a result.
It is not expected that the trouble
will tie freight up on the road to any
great extent: though switchmen are
scarce In El Paso at present.
El

yard-maste-

r;

Convicts Eluded Troops
and Posse.

ographer This Evening.
MIDDLE AGED CLUBMAN.

,

President Palmer Installed.

The West Point Celebration is Colorado Springs, Colo.. June 12.
The presidency of the Colorado State
School of Mines was formally handed
Over.

'

over to Dr. Charles L. Palmer by the
loard of trustees today. The new president Is a graduate of an eastern uniGreat Damage Done by the Storm in versity. He came to Colorado In 1887
and has been In' charge of the chair of
Iowa.
chemistry at the school of mines ever
He is 45 years old. a fluent
since.
speaker, a successful educator and a
THREE SHIPS WRECKED.
good organizer.
"

Portland, Ore., June 12. Harry Tracey and David Merrill, the murderous
convicts who were surrounded in the
woods near Geervais by a sheriff's
posse and state troops, eluded their
-

pursuers during the night and at

6

o'clock this morning were five miles
north of Geervais. The fugitive stopped
at a farm house where they took break
fast and obtained some food to take
with them.

CELEBRATION

,

CLOSED.

Diplomas

Lieutenant Murray Dead.
Charles E. Murray who was a first
lieutenant in the Seventh cavalry, died
yesterday at Fort Bayard of tuberHe had visited here many
culosis.
times. The body will be shipped to
Atchison. Kan., where his parents live.
J. W. Edwards the undertaker from
here was called to take charge of tne
remains.
Mrs. Trimble Better.
Mrs. John S. Trimble, Who was reported yesterday as dangerously 111.
bad a good sleep last night, and this
morning Is reported considerably better, although not out of danger, Mr.
Trimble failed to arrive this morning.
He will reach the city froai El Paso
tomorrow morning.
Mrs. Henry Kauefer, who was taken
to the St. Joseph sanitarium the other
day where an opeVatlon was performed
on her. Is reported getting along nice-

Were Given to the West
Point Graduates.
West Point. N. Y., June 12. The cen
tennial celebration of the Military
academy closed today with the presen
tation of diplomas to the one hundredth graduating class. The program
Included the presentation of diplomas
by President Roosevelt.
The presi
dent left this afternoon for Washing- ly.
ton.

A PRETTY ROMANCE.
Boston Millionaire Will Wed a Sten-

the secretary of war to send to the
senate an Itemized statement of expenditures made from the Cuban funds
from the time of American occupation
to May 1 of this year was taken up.
Mr. Piatt of Conuecttcut explained the
Information is being compiled In the
war department and the resolution
was sent to the calendar.
At 2 o'clock the Isthmian canal project was taken up and Mr. Morgan
spoke for the Nicaragua bill.

DAMAGE

IN IOWA.

Nine High School Graduates Buried in
the Ruins.
Des Moines, Iowa. June 12. A cloudburst near Webster City last night
caused the Boone river to rise many
feet above the banks, flooding portions
of that city. The residents have been
driven from tKetr homes, but as yet no
one is drowned. All wagon bridges are
out and railway bridges are likely to
go. Rain is stiLL railing.
A school house near Washington was
destroyed In the recent storm and nine
high school graduates were buried in
the ruins.' Eight are injured, two per
haps fatally. Mildred McAtlin, who
had her chest crushed, several bones
broken and eyes filled with mortar,
causing blindness, will die. Charles
Chance bad a collarbone broken and
was badly crushed. His recovery is
doubtful.

IN DISTRICT COURT.
Judgement of Lower Court in Assault
Case Sustained.
OTHER CASES HEARD.

.'

pretty ro
mance of Mate street culminate thU
evening in the marriage of Roland
Worthlngton and Miss Edith Johnson
Mr. Worthlngton Is the son of the late
collector of customs, R61and Worthing'
ton. He is one of the
mid'
clubmen of Boston and an en
thusiastic horseman, yachtsman and
golf devotee. He 'has always lived at
home with his mother and sisters, and
his engagement was a great surprise
to his many friends, as he was sup.
posed to be a confirmed bachelor.
The bride has held the position of
public stenographer in the Worthing
ton "skyscraper" In State street, and
owned by her fiance. She is a striking'
ly beautiful young woman and has just
turned 20. It is said by her friends she
Is bright and accomplished. It wa
only during the last few months that
the attachment was noticed, and then
the courtship became plainly evident.
T3oit

Mass

.

June

12.

well-know-

A

n

die-age- d

Three Ships Wrecked.
East London. Cape Colony, June 12
The Norwegian bark Atbara, the
Swedish bark Aurore and the German
bark Ellz Ellnlck, have been wrecked
during the heavy southeast gale. All
the crew of the Atliara were drowned
except the captain, who was ashore.
The crews of the other two vessels
were saved. The coast Is Btrewn with
It was love which had smoldered for a wreckage.
long period. Before a great while the
COMPILING EXPENSES.
engagement was whispered. The bride
has resided In Pondville with her aunt
where they have a pretty little home. Itemized Statement of Cuban Expend'
itures Will be Made.
The couple will take an extended wed
ding trip, and on their return will re
Washington. June 12. On .the con
side in Dedham.
elusion of routine business in tne sen
ate today a reslution iutroduced by Mr.
Bia Invoice of Sheeo.
Carmack of Tennessee directing the
Isiiltn Snnilnvnl who conducts a committee on civil service and resmall grocery store on South Second trenchment to investigate the disGtcni't ratm-noi-l
thn nthpr ilflv from charge from the war department of
lambing and shearing of his flocks of Miss Rebeca J. Taylor, clerk in that
sheep. He reports an Invoice of about department was called up. On motion
eighty per cent from lambing, and cays of Mr. Piatt of Connecticut the resonis spring cup or wool win amount 10 lution was referred to the committee
about 15,000 pounds. The Sandoval on civil service.
family are among the largest and most
The resolution Introduced yesterday
enterprising sheep raisers in central by Mr. Culberson, of .exas directing
New Mexico, and Mr. Sandavol says
that the various flocks- of the family,
ALL STAR BALL CLUB,
all combined, have been Increased
through lambing this year from 75.0im)
to lniMHto.
Arm Blown Off.
Late yesterday afternoon the news
reached this city of an accident near
Kennedy, on the surveyed line of the
Santa Fe Central. Frank Miller was
the victim. He is the foreman of a
grading gang and was priming a
charge of dynamite when a premature
(xplosion took place, with the result
that his right arm was literally blown
to pieces and his face badly burned.
It is feared that the sight of both eyes
will be destroyed. Later Information
is to the effect that the injured man
was still alive and was taken to Santa
Fe for medical treatment.
Miss Wardwell Dead.
Oakey Clifford received a telegram
this morning from "Sandy" Wardwed,
stating that his daughter, Miss Addle
Wardwell, died in Deming last night.
No other particulars received.
The
Wardwell family moved to Deming a
few months ago, and this is the first
information that Miss Addle, who Is
a young lady well known here, was
sick. The Citizen extends Its condolence to the bereaved family.

League Players Who Want to Come
to the Fair.
NORMAL SCHOOL EXHIBIT.

Secretary McCanna, of the fair association, this morning received from W.
L. OiSelll, of Washington, a letter in
regard to the
base ball club,
which he wants to bring here during
the fair. He is making up a club
which he will take to California during
the winter and the club will be ready
to start October 5. He says it is not a
question of getting stars, but what
ones he will take. Thus far he has
signed Stelnfeldt. Irwin, Van Haltreu,
Kahoe, Fraser. Donavan of Brooklyn,
Dcmontreville and loerg. He is now
considering also Beckley and Crawall-sta-

ford.

r

The proposition will be considered
by the directors, as the club wants to
.
come here.
Whne here yeBterday. President
Hewett, of the Normal school at Las
Vegas, called on Secretary McCanna
D. L. Sammis, who was in the comand said the exhibit from that institumission business here a few years ago, tion will be a strong one. Among other
came in last night from Colorado, features will le the exhibit of educawhere he had been enjoying a short tional material prepared for the
vacation, and today is around renew- Charleston exposition but which was
Norah Towner.
ing the acquaintances of old friends. not sent. It has been held intact at
President Tight reviewed the history Mr. Sammis is now in the commission Las Vegas and will form the greater
of the institution and gave an outlook busings at Peabody, Kan. He will re- part of the showing of tbe Normal
for its future that was extremely op- - main here until after Sunday.
school at the fair.

In the district court the case of the
Teqdosia Sanchez, administrator of estate of Manuel Sanchez y Anaya, versus George E. Lewis, administrator ot
estate of Charles W. Lewis,. waB resumed and the evidence concluded.
The evidence on the part ot the claim
of the Lewis estate was to the effect
that prior to the death of Manuel Sanchez y Anaya he made a settlement of
accounts with tue late Charles W.
Lewis, and that the amount found due
and agreed upon was $l,5o0, and that a
further agreement was made to the
effect that the amount found due
Lewis, or $4,000, was to be paid out of
the proceeds of an Indian depredation
claim, the judgment for which had already been rendered in court of claims
although the money had not yet been
paid over. The court reserved his ruling In the matter until tne 18th. The
important question of law to be settled
is whether the decedent, Manuel Sanchez y Anaya, could make a contract
binding upon his administrator to pay
the proceeds of the Indian depredation
claim to Lewis, the Judgment in Sanchez's favor having been already rendered at the time the agreement was
made. The Sanchez estate resists on
the ground that such an agreement
falls within the inhibition of the United
States statute touching Indian depredation claims.
The case of First National bank vs.
A. Simpler was dismissed.
The court tried the case of the City
vs. Mrs. Paresis, appealed from Justice
of peace, for assault upon the Misses
McCaffrey some time ago. The evidence for the prosecution established
the fact that these girls were attacked
on the street at nlgm by defendant
without provocation, and the court
fined the defendant $10 and costs.
The case of Juan Chaves y Armljo
against Marcella Grunsfeld was heard
and judgment given for the defendant.
The suit was to recover for Bervices as
brick mason and plasterer on a house
bunt by the defendant, but the court
and had
held he was a
no claim against the owner of the property.
Grunsfold Brothers were given Judgment against Jisus Marcus C.Taawtelle
for $287.81 due on an cpen account.
.

Civil Service Positions.
The United States civil service commission announces tnai on July 8 there
will be an examination for the position
of inspector to act as interpreter Finnish and Scandinavian language) at
Hoston, Mass.. at a salary of $1,000 per
annum; on July 8, for the position of
engineer, bureau of chemistry, department of agriculture, at a salary of
for ue
$2,o0o per annum: on July
position of computer In the coast and
geodetic survey, at a salary of $1.00ii
for the posiper annum; on July
tion of Inspector of hulls in the steamboat inspection Bervice at Evansvillp,
Ind., at a salary of $1,200 per annum.
Persons who desire to compete
should at once apply either to the United States civil service commission.
Waaaington, D. C, or to the secretary
of the local board of examiners for a
copy of the manual of examinations
and application forms.
8--

8--

An Eagle bicycle is at the home of
Isidro Sandoval, No. 915 South Second
street. Owner can have by calling at
above place, describe property, ana
pay for thU notice.

tJJjJjijjH,
m

THE ALBUQUERQUE DAILY CITIZEN, THURSDAY, JUNE 12, 1902
SUMMER EXCURSION RATES.
Soeclat Rate to California Pnlnt
Albuquerque
to Los Angeles and
San Diego, 35.00.
Albuquerque to San Francisco and

The Alvarado Pharmacy
PURE DRUGS,
PERFUMES,
TOILET ARTICLES.

return, &5.uu.
Tickets on sale every Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday, May to September, inclusive, 1902. Final return

Full Line of Druggists' Sundries.

WE CUARANTEE SATISFACTION.

limit rxovemuer 311, inz.
F. L. MYERS, Agont.
Soecial Summer Exeuralnn
Albuquerque to Chicago and return.

B. H. BRIGGS & CO., Prescription Druggists
CORNER GOLD AVENUE AND FIR3T STREET.

2f

ir. II

K

An Elegant Palm Leaf Fan to Every Tm
one buying DRY GOODS amounting
to 25 cents or more.

V

IT PAYS TO TRADE AT THE

Albuquerque to Kansas City and re
Cosmopolitan
money, and It was that one of their turn. 139.00.
Albuquerque to St. Louis and return.
jlbuqurrquc Daily
Mail
principles, the only one. I think, which
Paper
flO.OU.
was carried out with complete success
Orders
on
7.
Tickets
sale
13
6.
June
14,
and
Patterns 10c
HUGHES & KcCREIGHT, Publishers during their last term of power. Few, and June 24 to September 12, Inclusive
Promptly
If any, Americans at that time made
None Higher
return
31,
inai
1902.
October
limit
any money.
Filled
L.
F.
Hughes
MYERS,
Agent
Thos.
Editor
If not reasonable the democrats are
Icgisla
In
at
opposing
least
McCrelght,
Mgr.
consistent
W. T.
and City Ed.
Triennial Convention,
International
tion that will make it possible to (level
Sunday School Association, Denver,
LEON B.OTERN.Proprietor
op
commerce
and Industries of the
the
Publishe Dally and Weekly.
ioio., June ze to July 2, 1902.
Philippines.
Rate of $18.85 for round trip. Tick
ets on sale June 24. Return limit July
a wonderful
Coupon
Sale takes place at this store-d- on't
THIS
A SMOOTH ARTICLE.
take
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them. They are beauties. Futrelle
The report that J. Pierpont Morgan would be
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Co., west end of viaduct.
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a fine line of ingrain carpets and
and probably with all truthfulness. Mr.
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Morgan, despite his multitudinous bus- guess this time. "BIH" Griffith.
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and take an absolute rest. This is tne Burdock Blood Bitters cures it, prompt- to suit are special offerings at our store
Plumbing.
way to live long and accomplish much. y,
permanently. Kegulates and tones
this week. And they're going fast.
We have auaea a plumbing depart
stomach.
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General GroBvenor says that the viNotable bargains to be picked up in
ment and tin shop to our business.
tal question that confronts the republiChristian Endeavor Union.
When ycu havo anything In this line
every
department here now. Handcans is "when, how and by whom any
Winchester, Ind., June 12. The
be done see us about it before plac
some and durable parlor suits $15. Ele.
important revision of the tariff is to Christian Endeavor Union of the M un- to
be made?" He answers the first ques- cle district began its sixteenth annual ing your order. Albuquerque HardA NICE
BY
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gent couches, new metal construction,
tion by another: "Is it right to tamper meeting here today and will continue ware company.
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that are surpassing value for the
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with the tariff that brought us there thiough tomorrow.
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Scientists are investigating Pelee. to
grain and Brussels carpets.
nue Clothier.
learn more about volcano hurts, but olis and other cities.
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o
they have not yet brought their methDemlng ships over 100.000 head of
Saved From An Awful Fate.
50c and up.
ods to bear on that phenomenon, so
annually; Is the center of the
cattle
"Everybody said I had consumption." greatest breeding region In the southpopular among local
The
the "cloudburst." Every heavy down- writes Mrs. A. M. Shields, of
west and cattle men all know this.
Pa. "I was so low after six
pour of rain brings out the statement
WEST END OF VIADUCT.
o
Doming water Is chemically pure
from the totality that there was a pionths of severe sickness, caused by
H. O'RIELLY & CO,
;j.
Second street and Coal avenue.
Corner
"cloudburst." cs if the clouds were hay fever and asthma, that few equal to Polan Springs.
filled with rain, whose fabric suddenly thought I could get well, but I learned
Prescription Druggists
READ OUR ADVERTISEMENT.
gave way and let the water spill out. of the marvelous merit of Dr. King's
Perhaps scientists do not believe that New Discovery for consumption, used ROSENWALD BROS.
-- o
Corner 2nd St. and Gold Ave.
clouds "burst." Hut that leaves it up t, and was completely cured. For des
Statehood cigars, two for 25 rents.
to the scribes to verify their term bj perate throat and lung diseases it is
investigating the phenomenon on the the safest cure in the world, and Is in
Wo sell more
than all other
fallible for coughs, colds and bronchial stores combined. shoes
spot in the balloon.
You know the reaaffections. Guaranteed bottles f0c and son. Leon B. Stern.
$1.00. Trial bottles free at all drugo
HOW TO ENJOY A HOLIDAY.
gists.
Demlng, the coming city of New
Although the gospel of recreation
o
Mexico.
more particularly of athletic recreation
Editors at South Bend.
has been preached effectively for
South Bend. Ind.. June 1J. Leading
Have you seen mat blue enaroclei.
many years, there is still some uncer- editors to a total ot several score are steel
ware at the Albuquerque Hardtainty in which the maimer of indulg- attending the thirty-thirannual meetence therein benefits a person. It is ing of the Northern Indiana Editorial ware company's store. It Is the most
generally believed that the chief or association, which began here today. A beautiful and ornamental ware ever
hole advantage is ti.at derived from two days' program has been arranged. seen In A'ouquerque.
o
physical exercise. An English medical including papers, addresses and discusWest Railroad Avenue.
VELVET RIBBONS. VELVET
paper, "The Hospital," holds, however, sions on subjects of Interest to those
VELVET RIBBONS. ROSENthat another factor is involved. Indeed engaged in newspaper making.
WALD BROS.
it makes the seeoiul element the great
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Capital
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essential.
I'nless this exercise Is taken in such
a way that the mind is fully occupied
by entirely new thoughts, that periodi-a- l
holds, is of little value. Rowing,
riding, driving and games like golf do

o
Chamberlain's
Mrs. Albright, tne Artist,
Tablets. They
cleanse the stomach and regulate the Is again in her studio, lis North Third
liver and bowels, effecting a quick and street. Parties who wish flue work In
permanent cure. For sale by ail drug- artistic photography, should call and
gists.
leave their orders for the new carbon
photo, the latest In photographic are.
Commencement at Willamette.
Salem. Ore., June 12. The
Deming Is the great mining center
annual commencement of the
Willamette university today was made of the southwest.
notable by the unveiling of the AlviD
F. Waller memorial and the installation of the new president. Professor
Coleman. The address ot the day was
Or IMlfouauenri

Stomach and

uab

Liver

one good, because they call for cotieen-trat'oof attention on the avoidance
of danger or the accomplishment of
some difficult
or both. Geological or botanical xpeiiition are preferable to v alking so many miles of city
or unattractive country roads,
because they operate In the same way.
The mind is takt ft out of the old rut of
stu ly and uf business or of domestic delivered l,y Hon. ('. B. Mooivs, of
care,
i in., nervous system thus gets Oregon City.
r st, while the physical is taxed.
Chronic bronchial troubles and summer coughs can be quickly relived and
LODGE'S CENTER SHOT.
cured by Foley's Honey and Tar. AlBecause out- - object of the Philippine varado Pharmacy.
legislation proposed by the republicans
is to assist in the commercial develop- MotherGray's Sweet Dowders
ment of the Philippines the d niocrats for children. Mother (iray, for years a
have (barged that it was Intended to nurse in the Children's Home In New
opt n the islands to exploiters, syndi- York, treated children successfully
cates and carpet baggers. In his speech with a remedy, now prepared
the other day he said that if it were a
in the drug stores, called Mother
crime to make money it would have to Cray's Sweet Powders for Children.
be admitted that the bill was objec- They are harmless as m'lk, pleasant
tionable, frince- it undoubtedly creates to take and never fall. A certain cure
opportunities for men to enter the is- for feverlt-hncss- ,
constipation, headlands and make money. "I am aware," ache, teething and stomach reorders
he Ironically added, "after many years ami remove worms. At all u.ngglsts
of experience, of the hostility of the 2,c. Don't accept any substitute Sam,
democratic party to auy man who has ple sent free. Address Allen S.
made money or to any man making
Le Roy, N. Y.
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Deming otters the same opportunities now that the most prosperoui
cities in the west offered several yean
ago.
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the most dreaded and deadly of all diseases, as well as pneumonia, and all
lung troubles are relieved at once and
cured by Ackers English Remedy "the
king of all cough cures." Cures coughs
among the exhibits. The show Is rath- and colds in a day 25 cents. Your
YESTERDAY'S BALL GAMES.
er international In character, as sever- money back if dissatisfied. Write for
National Leaoue.
al American ladies who have come oy- free sample. W. H. Hooker & Co.,
At New York
er for the coronation have placed their Buffalo N. Y. J. H. ORielly & Co., and
.
Loula game postponed canine pcta on exhibition. In order to B. H. Brlggs & Co.
New York-Stof rain.
do so they were obliged to obtain extn account
emption from the rule which requires reclpts and the losers 40 per cent. ArAt Brooklyn
game postponed dogs from foreign countries to remain rangements are also boing made for
on account of rain.
in quarantine for six months before games witn the Antonito and Alamosa
teams. The athletic grounds of St.
At Boston
lending In England.
3
Michael's college have been completely
Boston
Everybody's liable to itching piles. fenced in, the grand stand repaired
2
Chicago
Rich and poor, old and young terrible and the diamond put in good condition.
Batteries: Eason. Willis and
the torture they suffer. Only one sure
Taylor and Chance.
New Mexican.
' At Philadelphia-Cincin- nati
cure; Doan s Ointment.
Absolutely
Read It in His Newspaper.
fall.
safe;
can't
2
George Schaub, a weli known Ger3
Philadelphia
t
man citizen of lft;w lebanon, Ohio, Is
r
BELLE MEADE YEARLINGS.
Batteries: Prlllips and Pietz;
a constant reader of the Dayton Yolks- and Dooia.
A Notable Horse Sale Opened Today zeitung. He knows that his paper aims
to advertise only the best in its colAmerican League.
at Sheepshead Bay.
At Chicago
New York. June 12. The most nota- - umns, and when he saw Chamberlain's
3
for lame
Chicago
ble horse sale that has taken place in Pain Balm advertised therein buying
a
not
back,
2
did
he
hesitate
in
Boston
unthis vicinity in a long time opened
bottle of it for his wife, who for eight
Griffith and Sullivan; der the auspices of the
Batteries:
Young and Criger.
company at Sheepsuead Bay today, It weeks had suffered with the most terpains in her back and could get
At St. Louis
being the thirty-fiftannual sale of rible
says: "After using the
no
relief.
6
St. Louis
the Belle Meade yearlings. The horses Pain Balm He
a few days my wife said
3 to go
Washington
under the hammer comprise o me. 'I feelforas though born anew,' and
Poweii and Sugden; .thirty-twBatteries:
colts and twelve fillies, the before using the entire contents of the
Townsend and Clarke.
get of imp. Loyalist Huron, imp.
bottle the unbearable pains had enAt Detro- itInspector B., imp. Madison.
tirely
and she could again
5
Detroit
imp. Masetto and Imp. Dandie take upvanished
her household duties." He is
2
Baltimore
Dinmont.
very thankful and hopes that all sufMercer and McGulre;
Batteries:
fering likewise will hear of her wonMcGlnnlty and Robinson.
Filthy Templet In India.
valuable liniAt Cleveland
Sacred cows otten defile Indian tem- derful recovery. by This
all druggists.
3 ples, but worse yet is a body that's pol- ment is for sale
Cleveland
4 luted by constipation. Don't permit it.
Philadelphia
ALBUQUERQUE MILLS,
Batteries: Wright and Wood; Plank Cleanse your system with Dr. King's
New Life Pills and avoid untold misand Powers.
ery. They give lively livers, active More Proof That the American Lum- Western League.
bowels, good digestion, fine appetite,
ber Company Means Business.
At Denver
Only 25c at all druggists.
C. M. Donley, secretary of the Cres9
o
Denver
cent door and sash factory, located at
4
Colorado Springs
Wichita. Kas., arrived in the city on
A
LIVELY
FIGHT.
Batteries: Whiteridge ana McDonTuesday. Mr. Donley also represents
nell; McNeely and Baerwald.
Billy Gardner and Tim Kearna will one of the largest oanklng Institutions
At St. Joseph
of Kansas and is touring the southwest
Fight Tonight.
3
Kansas City
Bridgeport, Conn., June 12. There Inspecting the timber resources with a
4
Joseph
St.
promises to be a lively go here tonight view to investment. well of
Batteries: Gibson and Messitt; Par-vi- when
the AmerMr. Donley speaks
Billy Gardner and Tim Kearns
and Roth.
ican Lumber company. He says that
up
round
a
ten
Ever
bout.
in
mix
it
At Milwaukee
the company is composed of a number
1 since the match was made the two of experienced lumber men who are
Milwaukee
been training faithfully and rehave
2
Peoria
ports from their respective training conscientious and sincere anddo.will do
Merchlson and Smith; camps
Batteries:
today indicate that they are in everything they advertise to will be a
Maglll and Wllsom.
Mr. Donley thinks that it
to put up an interesting
condition
At Des Moines
couple of years before the company
fight.
1
Des Moines
will have their mills in full operation.
8
Omaha
in your At present they are busy solving the
a
bad
taste
does
Of
what
Batteries: Barry and Hansen; Gra- mouth remind you? It Indicates that problem of getting the material to the
ham and Gonding.
your stomach is in bad condition and railroad. A log flume Is out of the
will remind you that there Is nothing question because of the scarcity of
American Association.
so good for such a disorder as Cham water. A short railroad will probably
At Toledo
1 berlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets solve the difficulty.
Toledo
They
As to quality, Mr. Donley says the
4 after having once used them.
Louisville
cleanse and invigorate the stomach soft pine of the Mitchell tract is a very
and regulate the bowels. For sale at good pine, but not quite equal to the
College Games.
superior pine of Michigan. It is more
7 25 cents per box at all druggists.
Princeton
like the article which comes from the
0
Harvard
forests of Oregon.
BETTER THAN BEFORE.
Seven innings were played.
Mr. Donley left last night for San
go to
Whooping Cough.
Horse Show at Cleveland Has Many Francisco, and from there will
Oregon, where the Crescent door and
My little son had an attack of whoop- Fine Animals.
factory has a large mill.
ins: couch and was threatened witn
Cleveland, O., June 12. The second sash
pneumonia; but for Chamberlain's annual open air exhibition of the
Warning.
Cough Remedy we would have had a Cleveland Driving club, which opened
kidney indication or blad
serious time of it. It also saved hlra today, far surpasses the show of last If you haveand
do not use Foley's Kid
from several severe attacks of croup, year, both as regards the number and der trouble
you will have only yourself
Cure,
ney
H. J. Strickfaden, editor Woriu-Hehigh class of the exhibits. Prize winas it positively
aid, Fair Haven, Wash. For sale by ning saddle horses, roadsters, coach to blame tor results,
cures all forms of kidney and bladder
druggists.
all
horses, hunters and junipers from diseases. Alvarado Pharmacy.
many well known stables are on
CORONATION DOG SHOW.
Judging begins tonight and
BUSINESS LOCALS.
continues until the close of the exhibiEconomize by trading at The Econo
Several Doas are Entered From the tion Saturday nignt.
Queen's Kennels.
mist.
Acker's Blood Elixer positively cures
Copper, tin and galvanized Iron
London. June 12. Among the anti
coronation functions and exhibitions chronic blood poisoning and all scrofu work. Whitney company.
not the least Interesting is the open lous affections. At all times a match
No tuberculosis preservaline or col
air show of the Ladles' Kennel assoc less system tonic purifier. Money re oring in Matthews' Jersey milk.
you
50c
not
are
satisfied.
if
funded
opened
Bo
today
in
the
which
lation.
Kleinwort'a is the place to get your
tanic Gardens, at Regent's Park. The and $1. J. H. O'Reilly & Co. and B. H. nice
fresh steak. All kinds of nice
&
Co.
Brlggs
of
distinction
enjoys
the
association
meat.
o
any
of
club
only
women's
beinir the
Base Ball at Santa Fe.
Deming has an abundance of water
description with which the queen is at
Negotiations are pending for a game for irrigating vineyards, orchards, or
all connected. She takes as mucn inbe played at Santa Fe on gardens.
terest in its welfare today as she did of ball to
Buy lots and build in Dealing. Your
when Princess of Wales and several Sunday by the Santa Fe Centrals with
high bred dogs from the former well the Albuquerque Browns. The winners rental returns will be 20 per cent, on
gate
per
of
60
cent
the
the Investment.
known Sandrlneham kennels are are to receive
Orders taken for every known make
of stoves and ranges. Albuquerque
Hardware company.
Deming is a great health resort
has no superior in climate for the cure
of pulmonary troubles.
Look into Klelnwort's market on
North Third street. He has the nicest
fresh meats in the city.
We are sole agents for Wheeler &
Whson sewing machines. Albert
305 Railroad avenue.
Why buy high priced lots when you
can get them cheap In Deming now,
with certain advance assured?
We carry tne largest variety of lin-oleums and oil cloths in this city.
Albert Faber, 305 Railroad avenue.
Deming needs one hundred new
is
houses to supply the demand, and
needs them now. This demand con
tinues to grow.
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors. No.
the
25 South First street, over store,
Hyde Exploring Expedition
thorough
give
to
is prepared
and.
scalp treatment, do hair dressing, treat corns, bunions and InShe gives massage
growing nails.
treatment and manicuring. Mrs. Bambini's own preparations of complexion
cream builds up the skin and improves
the complexion, and are guaranteed
dan-sero- us
not to be injurious. She also prepares
a hair tonic that cures and prevents
low-gradandruff nd hair falling out; restores
de
life to dead hair; removes moles,
warts and superfluous hair. Give her
a trial. Mie also has a very fine tooth
powder, which she guarantees to ie
is sold
free from all metallic substances. It
perfumes the breath, hardens the gums
makes the teeth clean and white.
and
o
by
It is highly recommended by all first
its
c'ats dentists. Also a face powder, a
freckle cure, and pimple cure, and pile
gifts,
cure. All of these preparations are
purely vegetable compounds Give her
a trial. Automatic telephone 4yu.
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ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
Clothing or Groceries But Everything

Shoes,

Agent

in

the

10 and 15

ctt

Dry Goods Line.

for McCall Patterns.

Mail Order

Patterns

All

Solicited and Filled Same Day a

Received

g

Kit-tredg-

OUR SPECIAL SALE OF LADIES' SHIRT WAISTS STARTS

Ladies' Shirt
Waist Suits,

WITH

WEEK

IN ITS SECOND
TIONAL LINES ADDED TO THE SALE OF

ADDI- -

Ladiet'

WASH SKIRTS,

Shirt Waists

Fra-ze-

SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAYl

Ladies' Shirt Waist Suits
BARGAIN NO.

Fasig-Tipto-

wide flaring flounce
BARGAIN

'nth-onn-

s.
t,

n

r

t&nd hy tike

Fa-be- r,

Consists of either a grey, red or blue Chambray
to match. The skirt tucked lengthwise with a
only $2.25

;

Consists of blue or red Chambray Suits, trimmed

NO. 2

with white pique
only $2.75
BARGAIN NO. 3 Consists of assorted colors Striped Chambrays,
skirts made with deep flounce, blouse trimmed with bands of plain
'.
Chambray, deduced to
$3.00
Balance of our Wash Suits, made of Chambrays, blouse linen, linen
batiste and colored lftiens; 8 styles to choose from; some embroidery
trimmed, some trimmed with lace, some tucked all over; all put in this
sale at greatly roduced prices, as follows : $5.00 Suits, now $3.75;
$t.00 Suits, now $4.25; $7.50 Suits in this sale
$6.50

o

Long-stree-

1

Waists and Skirt,

Separate Wash Skirts
SEE WINDOW DISPLAY.
Made of Pique, Colored Chambrays, Colored Linens, Cotton Coverts and

Linens.

SKIRTS Linen Striped and Linen, with blue bands
65c
$1.00
Plain Linen skirts, also linen skirts with straps of same
$3.50
Linen Skirts, lace trimmed or tucked all over. $1.50. $2.00. $3 00 ana
White Skirts, made of Pique and Duck; some made embroidery trimmed, some with straps only; a big
.W
$5.00 each
line to choose from, at $1.50, $2.00. $3.d0. $3.50 and
variously trimmed,
Kimonas and Dressing Sacques, a big line to choose from, made of Lawns and
50c, 75c and $1.00 each
.at

'

1
Consists of White Lawn Waist, collar attached; to close out,
price 45c each.

LOT

LOT 2 49c for values up to 75c, In Percale, Madras, Dimity, also
white open worked effect, made with tucks and pleats; a big bargain,
to close out, only 49c.
LOT 3 75c for values up to $1.25, In White Lawns with lace and embroidery trimming; Chambray embroidery trimmed, also Solid
Colored Chambray with embroidery insertion; Striped Madras, Gibson
style; some amongst these worth up to $1.25; take your choice only
75c.

LOT 4 98c, consists of 5 Btyles of Colored Waists and 3 styles White
Waists, with allover lace and embroidery trimmed fronts, and figured
striped and dotted Wash Waists, many lace trimmed, others tucked
allover, some strapped and pearl button trimmed; values in this lot up
to $1.75; take your choice only $1.00.
LOT 5 Consists of 8 styles of Waists, 4 colors and 4 white; value
up to $2.00 and $2.50; White Lawns, Silk Chambrays, Mercerized Madras and Dimities, lace insertion trimmed; white, pinks, blues, linens,
stripes, dots and solid colors; choice $1.25.

Linen Waists,
LOT 6 Takes In balance of our stock of Colored Waists, such as our Mercerized
Mercerized Chambray and Silk Ginghams; also 3 styles White WatstB, made open front or back, trimmed
with lace or embroidery insertion; none in this lot sold for less than $2.60; Choice, $1.50.
LOT 7 Takes In all our Fine White Lawn WalBts that sold , up to $3.00, open back or front, lace or embroidery trimmed; eome lace yokes; take youi pick in this lot, olily $1.98.
LOT 8 Includes all our White Waists that sold at $3.50 and $4.00; open back cr front, trimmed with
lace and embroidery, in handsome patterns; Sale Price, $2.50.
LOT 9 White Lawn Waists, open front or back, trimmed with lace and embroidery; also allover
only $3.00.
tucked Batiste Waist. long and short sleeves; values in this lot worth up to $5.00; Sale Price
with lace
trimmed
Waists,
LOT 10 Takes tn all our finest White Lawn. Silk, Linen and Syk Batiste
your
choice
eachtaKe
up
$7.50
to
lot
In
this
values
embrolderv:
allover
also
and embroidery medallions;
-

of any, $3.75.
THE ECONOMIST

THE ECONOMIST

THE ECONOMIS1

Subscribe for The Citizen.
Boys' & Youths' Clothing
At Your Own Figure

Cream Baking Powder
everywhere the acknowledged standard,
the powder of the highest reputation,
absolutely pure.
greatest strength,
It renders the food more healthful and
palatable, and using it exclusively you
are assured against alum and other
Price's

chemicals from which the
powders are made.
on
Dr. Price's Baking Powder
the aid
never
merits only

commissions or other

lotteries,

schemes. The entire value of your
monev comes back to you in baking powder the purest, most economical made.

Alurn k.kir.;; ; owd. rs are low
price.'!, as they o;-- t !ut three cents a
(hjuiiJ to make. Kut alum leaves in the
bread or liiki- - gl.iulvr salts, sulphuric
acid and lu dratc ot alumina all injuri-

Note.
VaicE Baking Powder

Chicago.

Co,

ous,

Uiv

lu.t two poisonous.

o
Keep Cool!
Wear the right kind of underwear
such as we sell for 50c and $1.0 per
suit. Simon Stern, the Railroad Ave
mia Clothier.

Now is Your Chance to Buy Cheap
AT

MANDELL &

Until the first of August on account of dissolution of the firm.

Boys' long pants suits
Boys Linen 3 piece
JbUlLS.

Children's Blouse

avenue.

305

Suits

Railroad

$3.50 now

o

Just received a large shipment of
Japanese and Chinese matting. Albert
Faber, 305 Railroad avenue.
o
Keep your eye oa Deming.
--

LAll

$5.00

now.

All $13.00 for

All 115 00 for
$2.25
$3.50 All $17.00 for

S7.75
6.25

all $10.00 for

8.50

"

Boy's 3 piece Suits

Youth's Clothing

All $' 5 and $2 50 suits for. . .$1.25 All $8.00 for
25c
All Linen Pants 35c for
All $11.00 for

We are sole agent for Wheeler &
Wilson sewing machines, the best oa

the market. Albert Faber,

GRliSFELD,

$6.75
$8.75

$3.75
All $3.00 and $5 50 now
All $3.75, $4.00 and $4.25 now. .$3.00
Au ,5.50. $6.00 and $G.50 now. .$4.50

Boy's 2 piece Suits

$9.75
110.75
$12.50

AU

0)

3 -- 5 DW
and $4.50 now
AU$5.00 and $5.50 now

All

3

$4 00

aDd

$225
$3.00
$4.00
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C. N. Cotton, wife

SUMMER SCHOOL.
To Convene

at Santa Fe in August

f;

and Continue tor Two Weeks.

"

CALL AND SEC OUR

LAMPS

THE LAW ON THE SUBJECT.

J. V. Conway, school superintendent
of Santa Fe county, has Issued the folINDIAN BLANKETS,
KAN PAINTED CHINA
lowing circular, with the request that
CARVING SETS,
ICE CREAM FREEZERS,
it be published:
The Santa Fe County Normal and
COOKING UTENSILS,
PICTURt,
Summer school will open in b&nta Fe
CUT GLASS,
HAMMOCKS,
on August 18 and continue In session
CHAMBfeR SETS,
MEXICAN DRAWNWORK,
two weeks. Arrangements have been
KNIVES, FORKS, SPOONS,
DINNER SETS,
already made whereby this normal
school will be of interest not only to
JARDINIERES,
INDUN POITCRY,
the teachers of Santa Fe city and
MEXICAN HATS.
...,is:.:.;r.i23
county, but also of general Interest to
many parts of New Mexico. An outline
course of study has been prepared by
the following well known educators:
Professor Light, president of the New
Mexico Normal school; Dr. Tight, pres-- "
ident of the University of Albuquer;
J'-Successor to A. B. McGaffey A. Co.
7"H
que; Professor i. W. Martin, of
216 WEST RAILROAD AVE
Professor H. A. Owen, instructor
OPEN 2VENINGS.
of science In the Silver City Normal
CXXXXXXOCXXXDOOCOOOCXXXXXXXDOOOOOOOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXOOOOO
school; Professor Berner, of Carlsbad,
and Mrs. Cockerell, of the New Mexico
Normal university at Las Vegas. This
course of study has been approved by
(he territorial board of education and
has the otllcial signature of Colonel J.
Furniture,
Francisco Chaves, superintendent of
public instruction.
Crockery, ,
The following persons are expected
to do the work in the normal: ProGraniteware,
fessor C. F. Hodgln, principal of the
normal department of the New Mexico
university at Albuquerque; Professor
J. A. Wood, of Santa Fe; Professor R.
Squares,
R. Grant, of Santa Fe; President Luther Foster, of the College of Agriculture
Mattresses,
and Mechanic Arts at Mesiila Park,
and others with whom negotiations are
Springs,
pending at present.
delightfully cool summer climate
New and Second ofThe
Santa e, the city's many quaint hisattractions and magnificent surHousehold Goods toric
rounding scenery, the talented faculty
of instructors and lecturers, the large
Sizes-$3.0- 0 attendance from
points outside of
Santa Fe county already assured, and
other drawing cards yet to be announced, bespeak the largest and most
interesting institute and summer
school ever held in New Mexico.
Not only public school teachers,
academic and college teachers, but also
healthseekers, and tourists will find it
profitable and interesting to arrange
N.
M.
Albuquerque
Gold
Avenue
117
to spend a week or two in Santa Ke
and attend this school. An endeavor
will be made to obtain special rates
over the railroads for the Chautauqua.
A fee of $2.50 will be charged public
school teachers. Others will be charged
,
$1 per week.

W.

J.

M ALETTE,

Kos-wel-

l;

BORRSDfflLE & CO.

J3

Tinware,
Art

Iron Beds All

Up.

Household Goods on
Easy Payments.

House Furnishings,

A

NTnSds.

Just Demand

J. V. CONWAY.

Superintendent of County Schools.

For Recognition

Mil

S

Havana Cigars
2 for 25 Cents

Flesher&Rosenwald
MAKERS

coeooooooooooo
DO YOU KNOW YOU CAN HAVE A

S

;.v v.

5

jf
A

I
BUGGY AND HARNESS
JUST CALL ON U3 AND SEE HOW VERY LOW
HAVE AND ON WHAT EASY TERMS YOU CAN BUY.

I

J.

PRICES

Korben &.Co.,

WE

000000000'c,ca,c:
S. MICHAEL

i

Santa Fe Pacific Shops'

Dealer in

ORCHESTRA.

Fine Watches,
Fine Jewelry.

Mr. Daniel Geib, clarionett.
Mr. George Craig, piano.
Mr. Chas. Needham, comet.
Repairing done promptly and by
William P. Cook, trombone.
skilled workmen.
Frank Fuller violin.
325 South Second Street.
Are prepared to furnish music for
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
tails, parties, etc. Satisfaction guaranteed and music the latest. Address
FRANK FULLER,
BADARACCOS SUMMER GARDEN
317 South Fourth street, teacher of
violin, cornet, drums and ail brass inJust North of the City Limits.
struments.
Open day and night. Bar supplied
We make the best door and window with best of liquors and cigars and ice
bottled beer. Ball and concert
screens. They are far superior to any cold
every Saturday evening, and concert
made In the east at the same price.
Albuquerque Planing Mill company, A. every Sunday afternoon. Bowling alley
free to visitors. Lunches served. GarT. Telephone No. 4ti3.
den has swings aud nice shade trees.
o
Everybody invited and good order preLet us figure on your plumbing.

Hardware company.

Statehood cigars, two for

25

cents.

served.
Ruppe's drug
every

night

.ore open ah night,

Provisions of the Law.
As the time for holding the city and
the county normal institute is drawing
nigh again, it may be well to call the
attention of new teachers as well as
old ones, to some of the provisions of
the Springer school law, as passed by
the last legislative assembly.
'. Any teacher receiving an average
grade of 90 per cent win be awarded a
first grade certificate good for three
years in any county in New Mexico.
Any teacher receiving an average
grade lelow 90 per cent, but above 70'
per cent, and not falling below 50 per
cent in any one branch, will be awarded a second grade certificate which
will be good for two years in the county In which granted and may be endorsed in any other county at the discretion of the school superintendent of
Those whose average
that county.
grade Is fair, yet falling below 70 per
cent, will be granted a third grade certificate good for one year in the county
In which granted.
Section 4 of the law snys that it shall
be compulsory upon all persons who
expect to teach in any school district,
independent district, or Incorporated
town, to attend the county institute or
to show teitiflcatc o? atter lance upon
come county institute or approved
summer school held within the year.
County superintendents are hereby forbidden to issue a certificate to, or honor the certificates of any person who
leftists to comply with the provisions
of this act; but any person who fails
to attend by reason of sickness or
other good and sufficient excuse rendered to the county superintendent and
approved by him and also by the territorial board ol education, may be excused by the bounty superintendent
from such attendance.
In section 2 of this law, it says: Any
county superintendent or member of a
school board or county treasurer who
shall directly or indirectly cause the
public school funds to be paid for
teachers' services to any person other
than a legally qualified teacher under
the provisions of this act. shall be
guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in a sum
not less than $100 nor more than $.i..i
lor each and every offense and may be
removed from otlice by the governor.
It is seen from the above that holders of first or second grade ccrtifw atos
are as legally bound to attend the
county normal institute as are those
who hohi no valid certificate for the
ensuing year. The branches in which
applicants for certificates will be examined, as determined by the territorial board of education aie: English
M'ainniar, arithmetic, United Slates
history, geography, reading, writing,
physiology and methods of teaching.
On the first indication of kidney
trouble, stop it by taking Foley's Kidney Cure. Alvarado Pharmacy.
W. S. Baker and wife are in the city

and daughter, John
Smith and wife, and B. Peffer and wife.
Miss Sarah Ellis, 6f the normal
school. Silver City, la In the city.
Adolfo Salas, who Is a ranchman out
in the Chllill neighborhood, la in the
city today purchasing supplies.
J. A. Real, of tnls office, left last
night for San Francisco, Cal., where he
will attempt 10 catch a pair of seals
for the approaching territorial fair.
Ten Yeara In Bed.
R. A. Gray, J. p., Oakville. Ind.,
writes: "For ten years I was confined to my bed with disease of my kidneys. It was bo severe that I could
not move part of the time. I consulted
the very best medical skill available,
hut could get no relief until Foley's
Kidney Cure was recommended to me.
It has been a Godsend to me." Alvarado Pharmacy.
.
o
A summer kindergarten and primary
6chool will be held by Miss Newell at
228 North Walter street, beginning
June 16. Call and see Miss Newell for
terms.
Trunks; when you need a good stylish well constructed trunk, with all
the modern improvements, come to the

INTERESTING

NEWS
IN ADVERTISING IT IS AT ALL TIMES OUR AIM TO INFOR1
OUR READERS OF SOMETHING WORTH KNOWNO. IT IS NO
OUR OBJECT TO FILL OUR SPACE WITH MANY WORDS AN
VAIN BOASTS, WHICH CAN NEVER BE SUBSTANTIATED. ,
TODAY'S NEWS SHOULD PROVE EXCEPTIONALLY INTEI
ESTINO, FOR WE BELIEVE YOU HAVE NEVER HAD AN OPPOI
TUNITY TO AVAIL YOURSELF OF SUCH VALUES AS WIL
HOLD SWAY A 1' OUR BARGAIN COUNTERS DURING THE NEX
.

WEEK.

READ THIS CAREFULLY.
THERE ARE MANY MORE ITEM
WHICH SPACE WILL NOT PERMIT US TO MENTION.
one

Tailor made suits before taking your summer outing you will nee
we offer while they last, your choice of any suit In the house fc
$12.5

Golden Rule Dry Goods Company for
it. We will save you money on its
cost. Come in and see them.

This includes some of those beautiful $27.50 garments. The prlc
we as Is less than the cost of manufacture.
Thomson's Glove Fitting and F. C. Corsets, II. & W. Corset waisti
they sell for $1.25; sale price
85
Triumph Guaranteed Silk Gloves that sell for 75 cents; the sal
price
50
"Gusher" White Lawn Waists that sell for $4.00; sale price.
.$3.0
"Gusher" White Lawn Waists that sell for $3.25; sale price
$2.5
"Gusher" White Lawn Waists that sell for $2.75; sale price
$2.0
"Gusher" White Lawn Waists that sell for $1.50; sale price
.85

o

Notice.

Having been in business at "The
Iceberg" two years, where I have enjoyed a good trade', I an now reluctantly compelled to move into new
quarters. My patrons, to whom I feel
grateful, and the public generally, wi.'l
find me established in a few days at
my new place, No. 212 West Railroad
avenue, In the building formerly occupied by S. E. Newcomer, where I will
endeavor to please my old patrons as
well as new ones.

WE HAVE FORTUNATELY RECEIVED ANOTHER SHIPMEN'
OF .LVET RIBBON (SATIN BACK) WHICH WILL BE SOLD A'
SALE PRICES.
DON'T MISS THE OPPORTUNITY TO AVAIL YOURSELFo!
SUCH UNHEARD OF BARGAINS.

STEVE BALLING.
o

Keep Cooll
Wear a flannel coat and pants don't
need any vest; nice stylish flannel
goods, only 65c. Simon Stern, the
Railroad Avenue Clothier.

ROSENWALD BROS.

Bring In your tinware and have it
repaired. Albuquerque Hardware company.
o
If you are going east do not forget
to get some souvenirs at A. B. Weaver's,
307 South First street.

Trunks, valises, hand bags, suit
cases, telescopes, largest variety in
city to select from. Golden Rule Dry

0. W.

Goods Company.
Demlng

system.

baa a magnificent

school

STRONG & SONS,"

Undertakers and Embalmers
Superintendent

Fairview, Santa Barbara and ."B'ra
Brith" Cemeteries.
Local Undertakers Santa Fe Pacific Railroad.

CLASSIFIED ADS.
Note
All classified advertisements
or rather "liners," one cent a word for
each insertion. Minimum charge for
any classified advertisements, 15 cents.
In order to Insure proper classification
all "liners" should be left at this office not later than 3 o'clock p. m.

Both 'Phones in Our office.

FOR RENT.
FOR KENT Airy, comfortable rooms
at Cnsa de Oro, with board. Call at
13 West Gold avenue.
FOR K4NT-Furni- shed
room. Modern conveniences.
Mrs. M. K. Gat-lin- .
501 South Fourth street.
FOR RENT Large furnished rooms,
over pestoffice; $10 a month; coolest
in the city.
FOR RENT Two story brick house at
516 North Second street.
Modern
house, all Improvements.
O. W.
Strong & Sons.
FOR RENT Front furnished room.
Mrs. H. C. Orear, 114 North Walter

201-2-

North Second Stree

1!

Choice Cuts
are what most people want,' and
always get them at Fair's meat
ket. It is no trouble for us, becaut
always have the stock. The very
selected beef, lamb, mutton, veal,
and poultry, and our prices won'i
der you from buying.

1

street.

Large cool rooms for
light housekeeping. 524 West Railroad avenue. Rent reasonable.

FOR RENT

Wm. Farr.

FOR SALE.
FOR SALE

A

hose and

reel

with

spray attachment on hose, also a
Philadelphia lawn mower both in
good condition; will sell cheap. Apply 205 North Second street, at office upstairs. R. L. Waite.

FOR SALE Kindling. 4(K) pounds for
$1; cord wood, one cord, $1.50. Call
on or address G. Ribera, Old Albuquerque, N. M,
FOR SALE An old established mer
cantile business and a fine fruit
farm, worth $10,000. Will sell foi
$6.0110. Address postmaster, Rincon
.
ada. N. M.
FOR SALE Several bea'-tiiu- l
homes
and city lots. These are bargains
and must be seen to La appreciated.
No trouble to show property. See
Jno. W. McQuade.
SMELTER PLANT FOR SALE Com
plete smelting plant at Chloride, N.
M., consisting of water jacket stack,
100 ton daily capacity;
power boiler and engine and all necessary machinery and appliances to
make plant complete and up to date.
Everything practically new In op-

Brockmeier & Cox,
118

(Jold Avenue.

BUILDERS' HARDWARE.

Moths!

Moths!

The Insidious moth will soon begin
his work of destruction. Head him off
with a liberal use of camphor moth
balls, etc. Have you a particular fur
garment which you value highly? Then
pack it in one of our moth and dust
proof bags. It will be safe and sound.

eration less than thirty days. This
will bo sold at a great bargain for
only a fraction of its cost. For further information, address, John A.
Lee, Albuquerque.

I

GAHDEN HOSE
LAWN MOWERS
g
3

N. M.

WANTED.
WANTED Two men to room and
board, also two largo cool rooms for
Mrs. H. E.
light housekeeping.
Rutherford. 113 Iron avenue, In the
same block of the Congregational

Geo. B. Williams,
PRESCRIPTION
Ij

corrt it;

117

IJJLaJs

DRUGGIST.

West Railroad Avenue.

church.

WANTED Girl for general "house.
work. Call at 710 East Railroad
avenue.
WANTED Five young men from Ber
nalillo county at once to prepare for
from Kl Paso.
positions in the government service.
Apply to Inter-Statan extensive cattle
Corres. Inst.,
U. G. Head,
Cedar Haplils, la.
raiser of northern New Mexico, and
son, R. (1. Head, Jr., are in the city to- WANTED Woman to do hand Iron
ing. Imperial laundry.
day.
WANTED To buy or rent a second
M. K. Porter, representing the interhand fire proof safe. Address M,
national Correspondence school, left
this office.
this morning for Santa Fe and l.as
WANTED Agents, town and county
Vegas.
work; cash weekly. International
E. Montoya. a well known merchant
nurseries, No. 4570 Gray street, Denand stock raiser of San Antonio. Sover. Colo.
corro county, is in the city today on WANTED Good live man or woman,
business.
to take agency for Washington Life
11. S. Grout, who was at Topeka on
Insurance company In their own
a visit the past few weeks, has returncommunity. No expense and big
ed to the city and resumed his duties
profits if you work. J. H. O'Rlelly,
at the local shops.
general manager for New Mexico
and Arizona, Albuquerque, N. M.
Word comes from the St. Joseph sanitarium that Mrs. B. A. Sleyster is
Ml SC ELL AN EOU S.
daily improving, and will soon be up
ami among her many friends.
for distributing samples.
PAID
CASH
The following Gallup people wer
Send stamp. American Distributer,
noticed at the Alvarado ytsterday:
Kansas City, Mo.
e

I

ft

J. POST
C. F. MYERS and WM. MclNTOSH,

CO

Proprietors.

HARDWARE.

Automatic

Refrigerators
White Mountain

Freezers
Ice Tongs, Ice Picks,
Ice Chisles.
Best Grades of Garden Hose

THE ALBUQUEKQUE DAILY CITIZEN
SELF-DESTRUCTI-

Albuquerque Hardware Company

A

San Miguel County

Man

Blew

Out His Brains.

Builders' and General Hardware

OTHER LAS VEGAS NOTES.

Cutlery, Guns and Ammunition.
HERDERS
1INERS

'TT?X7"rC
1

WALL
WEDGE

AND WAGON COVERS.
AGENTS FOR SAVAGE RIFLES AND CARBINES.
120

I

WEST GOLD AVENUE.

HJQUERQUEPLANlNGMILLCo
Manufacturers of

Sash, Doors, Mouldings, Store Fronts,
Office and Store Fixtures, Wood Turn
ing and Mill Work of all kinds to order.

MAIL ORDERS SOLICITED.

03 SOUTH FIRST STREET.

wwwwwtXO0000K)00000000O
DECORATIVE
EFFECT

father-in-law-

Is a most Important factor in the
jewelry worn, and beat results are
obtained from artistic designs and
tasteful settings. Our rings, brooch-es- ,
pins, etc., are of that high art
and quality found only in jewelry of
the finest make.

M
?

-

T. Y. MAYNARD,
JEWELER.
Watch Inspector A., T.
and S. F. P. Railroads.

& S. P.

PELTIER BROS.

V

umbing and Heating.
Orders from the outside solicited and
promptly attended to.
Vest Gold Avenue

Special Correspondence.
Las Vegas, June 11. The startling
news reached this city yesterday morning from Los Alamos that Nicolas
Delgado had blown out his brains. The
rash act was committed at the home of
his brother yesterday morning at Los
Alamos, where he had Just arrived
from Las Vegas, he having come here
Monday from his home in Roc a da.
The deceased had been quite despondent of late over his continued ill health,
he having been sick for the past si
months. The original trouble was
caused by a heavy tie falling on his
leg and injuring him so that he was
laid up for three months from the effects of the Injury and after the wound
had been healed he seemed unable to
regain his health and strength. He
told several of his friends within the
past few days that that was the last
time they would see him. so he had evidently premeditated taking his life.
After his arrival at the ranch he was
taken around to see the place and was
very much pleased and semed happy
and in good spirits. When the brother
left the room for a moment, he grasped
a pistol and placing it to his forehead,
pulled the trigger and sent the ball
crashing through his brain. He died
soon after. An inquest was held at
Los Alamos yesterday evening and the
remains brought here last night to the
.
from where
home of h's
the funeral was held in the afternoon.
Mrs. Delgado and her six children
were summoned from Roclada and ar
rived after midnight last night. The
deceased was 46 years old and was
well known here, he having formerly
driven a street car in Las Vegas and
served- as a policeman. He was popular
among his friends and the deed was a
great shock to them.
The cavalry and infantry companies
are figuring on getting the Raynolds
field and lighting it up with five big
patent oil lamps for drilling purposes
this summer, their armories being too
hot. The large field will allow of ma
nouvors and skirmishes and be much
better than an indoor drilling place.
Miss Oalvina Apodaca. of Albuquer
que, who has been here to have an
operation performed, left today for her
heme, the operation having been sue
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cessful.
M'ss Nellie Stern will leave Friday
for St. Louis for a visit of several
weeks.
A dispatch was received from Hon
J. S. Duncan in Brooklyn saying that
Mrs. John A. Duncan is recovering and
geUing along nicely, and unless she
takes a turn for the worse he will leave
for home tonight.
Jloyd J. Smith and Judge P. H. Joyce
of Chicago returned this afternoon
from theRociada mining district where
they were looking after some of the
properties of the company which they
represent. The left this afternoon for
Chicago and expect to return in July.
Charles E. Erby and others of the Ro
clada Mining company are expected
the latter part of the week. The gen
tlemen did not have much to say re
garding the actual transactions, but in
timated that things were being pushed
along as rapidly as possible, and stated again their belief in the mining out
look there. These genLlenien are with
the wealthy company, the organization
of which was reported some two
months ago, and .which is the one Mil
lionaire Hart, of Chicago, is interested
in. Mr. Smith reported the organization of the Riciada mining district
there to get things in shape and, in
conjunction with the others interested
there, to ask certain laws and regula
tions of the next session of the legisla
ture. Oov. Hartley was elected presi
dent of the district, Charles Rudolph

tilt
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cars slipping out and piling up six
freight cars. The damages are about
$250 for each car and about $10 for the
track.
R. D. Gibson and Daniel Patterson,
of Raton, went down to Santa Fe to- 1
day on an inspection trip.
Max Karlsruhe returned to Springer
this afternoon after a few days In the
5
city.
Ben Weiller, the popular drutomer.
went down to Albuquerque this
Judge John H. Knaebel. of Denver,
who has Just returned from partitioning the Cochitl grant, was in the city
for a short time today and left this af
ternoon for Denver. Judge Knaebel Is
one of those hail fellows well met
who has lived long enough in this
world to know it and how best to see
the rosy side of it. He and Judge Wm.
J. Mills are old law partners, and in
company with Hon. Charles A. Spiess,
had a little reunion at Judge Mills'
home this afternoon. Judge Knaebel
paid "our" judge a fine compliment by
saying one of his greatest pleasures
was in knowing Judge Mills as well as
he did and having the honor of having
been an old time partner of his.
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303 RAILROAD AVENUE, GRANT BUILDING
Headquarters for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting, Curtains, Blankets and
House Furnishing Goods.

Ingenious Japanese
who live In a hot climate, are always exercising their ingenuity
in devising cool and unique floor
coverings, which the whole
world takes advantage of.
We are in receipt of very,

V. Cross and wife, of Topeka. Kas.,

are sojourning in the Meadow city.
A. D. Kendall left this afternoon for
Kansas City, he having decided not to
remain here for his health.
Sol. Rosenthal is trying to start
something. He has got seme new fandangle shirt - vest - evoryt
pants combination that he is trying to
introduce upon an overheated suffering
man. It is to wear without a coat.
Postmaster Blood is in possession of
one of the patent Doremus stamp canceling machines. It Is quite a large machine and will rapidly cancel the stamp
on the front and put the received mark
on the back. It will greatly facilitate
matters at the postoffice and Mr. Blood
is to be congratulated upon the Inno
vation.
Three new mail boxes were installed
today, one at the corner of Baca ave
nue and Seventh street, one at the corner of Grand and Washington avenues
and one at Commerce and Lincoln ave
nues. The parcel box for the depot
platform has not yet arrived, but will
be erected as soon as it comes.

handsome Japanese and China
Mattings, also Floor Coverings
of all kinds, fro mthe best looms
In the world, that we are selling
at the lowest prices. Look over
our stock before purchasing
elsewhere. We can save you

ling-but-th-
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L. B. PUTNEY,

WHOLESALE GROCER.
Carries the Largest
and float Extensive
Stock e

Flour, Orain
and Provisions.

Head- -

Headache.
Indigestion and constipatiou. A delightful hevb drink. Removes all erup
tions of the rkin. producing a perfect
complexion or money refunded, 25c
and 50e. Wr.te to us for free sample.
W. H. Hooker & Co.. Buffalo, N. Y. J.
H. O'Reilly & Co. and B. H. Brlggs &

Car lot

Staple Groceries
found aouthweat.

apeclattjr.

FARH AND FREIGHT WAGONS.
Albuquerque

Railroad Avenue
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Co.

Base Ball at Bernalillo.
7
Western Union Linemen
24
Bernalillo Reds
With the thermometer at boiling
point the above teaniB participated in
a friendly contest. Spectators were
few but bets many, especially on the
Reds' stde. The linemen fielded well.
With a good pitcher they would have
made it still hotter for the local boys.
But they did all right, considering the
crackerjacks they ran up against. Fea
tures of the game were hard hitting by
Dcnaciano Archibeque and David Mon
toya, sensational catching by Alcerio
T. Montoya, fine fielding by Leandro
Silva and superb pitching by O. M
Johns: Frank Romero acted as umpire
and gave general satisfaction.
The line up of the teams was as fol

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
U.

DEPOSITORY

S.

Depository for the Santa Fe Pacific and the Atchison, To- - 5
,
peka and Santa Fe Railway Companies.
$500,000.00
Authorized Capital
Paid up Capital, Surplus and profits

$200,000.00

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
S.
Raynolds,
president; M. VV. Flournoy, vice presi- Joshua
,

1

dent r Frank McKee, cashier;
- A B. McMillan.
H. F. Raynolds,
----

lows:
Linemen Morrelly, pitcher; Moses
catcher; Durham, first base; Bradley
second base; Fielding, third base;
Mackie, short stop; Iathrop, left field;
Hoy, center field; Vail, rigat field.
Bernalillo Reds O. M. Johns, pitch
er; Aleario Montoya, catcher; Leandro
Silva, first base; Victor Malles, second
base: Carpio Sisneros, third base; H.
C. Montoya, short stop; David Mon
toya, lett field; Donaclano Archibeque
center field; Federico Montoya, right
field.

---

FOUND A HOME!
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Jewelers and Opticians.
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Happy Time in Old Town.
"We felt very nappy,' writes R. N.
Bevill, Old Town, Va., "when Bucklen's
secretary and Frank Cutler recorder Arnica Salve wholly cured our daughOther members of the district are John ter of a had case of scald head." It deUrunton, Taul St. Vrain and Col. LSlake lights all who use it for cuts, corns,
besides Messrs. Smith and Joyce, of burns, bruises, boils, ulcers, eruptions.
Chicago.
Infallible for piles. Only 25c at all
Native and Chicago Lumber.
El 1'orvenir had a light rain yester druggists.
Our fancy coffee business for 1901 reached the snug amount of 10,000
day. We were not so fortunate.
AL"AV,,'?nct.
Sherwin-Willia- ms
pounds. We wish to double that in 1902, and in order to do so we are
Jemez Hot Springs.
The cavalry troop and the infantry
public
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The
Invited
the
is
and
planning
a
PLASTIC 11
for
are
battle
DOORS.
8ASH,
BLINDS,
sham
Longoffering tho very best grades of coffee on the market at 40 cents per
Morel Looks Best! Wears
First Covers
a base ball game on the Fourth of famous health giving springs.
est I Most Economical I Full Measure I L1MK, CKMKXT, GLASS, PAINT, Kto
pound. We are sole agents for CHASE & SANBORN'S celebrated Seal
class accommodations can be found at
July. The celebration here will be
Brand and Club House. We also have a full line of blended coffees
First Street and Lead Avenue, Albuquerque.
large one, quite a sum of money hav the Stone hotel. Bathing, good trout
It fishing and beautiful scenery are only
at prices to suit from 20 cents up. Our 35 cent blend we consider equal
ing been raised for the purpose.
v ill take place on the west side, the a fewof the attractions of this delightto the most of the 40 and 45 cent grades offered by the trades.
ful resort.
there paying the bills.
merchants
As to teas. Everyone knows that we keep the very best to be had
MRS. OLIVE CORCORAN,
Adolph Strauss and Mrs. Coleman
in the territory.
Stone Hotel.
and daughter, Lillio, are expected to
o
arrive here today from their year's
Demlng
Investments
lots will
in
journey in Europe.
SAMPLE AND CLUB ROOM.
Sheriff Roybal, or Mora county, was double and treble oin one ye ir.
W.
Ave
here today with Telesfor Jimenez en
invoice of rereceived,
Just
another
route to the penitentiary at Santa Fe frigerators, $10 to $:J2. all good values;
Finest
where Jimenez Is sentenced for four also an invoice of Brussels carpets,
Whiskies,
JOSEPH BARXETT,
years for larceny.
Brandies,
lace curtains, rugs, tc., at prices that
120 W. Railroad Ave, Albuquerque.
Harry Shupp, one of llfeld's cm defy competition. Kutrelle Furniture
Wines, etc.
pluyes, is again on the tick list.
company.
Eugene McElroy is very sick at his
home. He had to have two physicians
Notice.
Residence, Automatic 'Phone. 299
utomatic 'Phone No. 516.
last night.
The public is hereby notified that I
of Locomotive will not lie responsible for any debts
The Rrotherhood
Hell Telephone No. 115.
Firemen will give a grand ball at tho contracted .by niv" wife, Lizzie Clarion.
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opera house on the night Of the Fourt!
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WHOLESALE GROCERS. of the Episcopal church tomorrow af A. I'.. Weaver, 3n7 South First street,
has the largest stock of New Mexico
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views iii the city. Have him do your
Word has been received from E. I developing
and finishing.
Wool,
Ilauiblin in Chicago that his mother Is
dead. He will leturn the lirtt part of
Demlng has just heeu incorporated.
next week.
We handle
Mrs. (). S. Warren, grand matron foi
Carpenters' and machinists' tools of
K. C. Baking Powder,
.
the Eastern Star, is expected here the all kin is. Albuquerque Harware comlatter part of the week.
Navajo Blankets,
LOCAL UNDERTAKER 8ANTA FE PACIFIC RAILROAD.
pany.
Miss Lottie Hayward entertained a
o
Curtice Canned Goods,
few friends last night at her home.
Agrlcultural lands In Deraing are unColorado Lard and Meats.
Mrs. R. F. Hays returned this after- surpassed for fertility, production of
noon from Topeka, where the went to fruits and vegetables of all kinds.
visit her mother, who was sick.
Houses at
Deming! Have you been there? If
Miss Eunice Tanime is on the IndisALBUQUERQUE, N. M. EAST LAt posed list today.
SHIP YOUR PELTS TO
there for the big
not. you should
VEGAS, N. M, AND GLOR-- I
Miss Cora Stern will leave the last sale of lots on the 17th of this month,
BROS. & CO
BEARRUP
o
of the week for aysit in St. Louis.
ETA, N. M.
iron and copper
Tin. palvanizi-Mrs. lsidor Stern, her mother, is also
work. Albuquerque Hardware
in St. Louis.
Secundlno Romero returned this afternoon from Albuquerque and says
Deming, the seat of the n.w county
things are slzzlingg ..own in that burg.
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
a
John Crites left this afternoon for of Luna.
M.
Colorado, where he will go on the road
The Percales we sell at 5 cents per
for the Chicago Portrait company.
WE DO CUSTOM TANNING OF
Board and lodging $7.50 per week. Transportation of guests free of
Miss Maggie Bucher, the school sup yard are very scarce. Leon B. Stern.
HIDES, SKINS AND FURS.
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a
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few
visit.
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North Walter.
tion of the Pecos forest reserve. For particulars address
First-clas- s
No. 1 was delayed an hour and three
work done and satisfaction guaranteed
other trains five hours up at Bloom,
Subscribe for The Daily Citizen.
Please write us for prices.
Dr. WILLIAM SPARKS,
N. M. near I.a Junta, this morning on account of the coupling between twe
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.
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PIMPLES

druggist returned Monday from a business trip in the east.
The city council has passed anird-Inancmaking it unlawful for any per- And other eruptions which mar the skin
son to spit or expectorate on any of are more than a disfigurement and an
the public sidewalks, streets or cross- uoyance; they are a positive detriment
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ISMFE
in this city.
every kind of medicine I knew about,
firemen's and decorated wagon parade
ev
In
was
last
oe
turned
A
fire
I
Doan's
alarm
finally
as
win
tried
but
A
relief.
SURC
without
will he one of the features
7 o'clock and when the Kidney Pills, and I think I owe my life
also the usual races, etc.. in the after- - ening about
GERMICIDE
was
got
discovered
boys
fire'
out
I
and
fire
use.
treat
music
continued the
nnnn und sneeches.
to their
DEODERANT
that a small frame dwelling situated ment until I had taken three boxes,
works in the evening.
PRESCRIPTIONS I
In the eastern part of town was on fire when the pains in my back were reDISINFECTANT
Leads Them All.
The house was completely destroyed lieved, my appetite returned and my
AND'
TONICS
"One Minute cousin Cure beats all before the Are boys could get water on whole system was regulated."
FOR. YOU
Mutual Telephone 143.
Just such emphatic endorsement can
other medicines I ever tried for coughs It as there was no plug anywhere near
Albuquerque.
colds, croup and throat and lung troul The fire was started by a little child be had right here in Albuquerque. Drop
POWDER 3
lea." savs Dr. D. Scott Currin, of Lo- about 2 years old striking a match into the Alvarado Pharmacy and ask
APPLICATOR 1122
Railroad Avenue and Second Street.
canton, Pa. One Minute Cough Cure to some paper, and before it could be what thefT'customers report.
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Is the only absolutely safe cough rem gotten out was slightly burned on the
roa
ie."i..J
Aii4Tca
writc
Co.. minaio, is.
edy which acts immediately. Mothers arm. The house was only a two room cents.
CIRCULAR. 6 PARTICULA25
everywhere testify to the good It has affair and burned up quickly. It was Y.. sole agents for the United States.
Remember the name Doan s and
done their little ones, uroup is so sua occupied by a family named Elch.
WESTERN AOT.
The comic opera. "Princess Bonnie take no other.
den in its attacks that the doctor often
MtW M tX
ALB V QU R.QU .
arrives too late. It yields at once to for which local musical talent has been
For Sale by
GREATLY INTERESTED
One Minute Cough Cure. Pleasant to nracticlne for some time past was
Albuquerque
W. Y. Walton
take. Children like It. Sure cure for produced at Morrill opera house on the
Albuquerque
Applications Being Received for Space C. H. Rrlggs
grip, bronchitis, coughs. J. H. O'Rielly seventh of this month.
Las Vegas
Drug
Mann
Store
and
Campbell
&
Lyons
Ranch
& Co., and B. H. Briggs & Co.
The
at the Fair.
Vegas
Murphy.
K.
G.
Las
East
of
shipment
a
company
made
Cattle
Counties which are far removed from Kremls Brothers
Springer
&AN JUAN COUNTY.
point
latter
the
1,200 cattle from this
here are taking a lively interest in the
Santa Fe
part of last week. They were shipped fair and will have good exhibits. Let- A. J. Fisher & Co
Farmington.
San Mareial
in Colorado Dastures.
in at a lively rate and J. W. McCoach
pouring
are
ters
Drug company. .Silver City
Born, to Mr. and Mrs. Harry Teas
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Rosenburg. of the return of Montezuma Is generally Porterfield
El Paso. Tex.
Keller & Pollard
a fine srtrl.
New York City, and formerly of this commended.
S. E. Shoemaker was in from Jewett citv. are here on a visit to rnenas. air,
Eddy county will have a good exhibbrought here by the shooting of the Rosenburg is largely interested In real it and Socorro will have a good exhibit
Indian by O. H. Buck.
estate In Silver City and is also look of minerals. Grant county and Otero
The section around Farmington has lne after his property.
will surpass former efforts.
any
year
to
do
no grasshoppers this
Eugene Warren, a popular young
The following letter is a typical one:
CHAS. MAUSARD, Prop.
San
Juan
damage, but lower down the
man of this city, returned the first of J. H. O'Rielly, President Fair Associathey are quite numerous.
M.
week from a pleasure trip to Colo
N.
Albuquerque,
the
tion.
R. H. Gillespie. John L. Tenney. rado nolnts.
have your favor of yesDear Sir
Thomas Gale, James L. Deaton. Joseph
O. C. Hinman and family left the oth terday advising me of my selection aa
of
the er day for a month's outing on Dry
Sorenson. and Charlie Whltson.
vice president of the 22ud annual terri-Mill
Hammond ditch settlement, were in creek In the Mogollon mountains.
if) PB
torial fair to be held In Albuquerque,
town, called here by the suit In Justice
well
known
Porterfield,
the
C.
W.
October next.
Symonds' court.
I consider the appointment no mean FLOUR AND BKmN
IN CARLOAD
W. R. Shawver and wife sold their
BODY
HEAT
and gladly accept same, hoping
honor
A
SPECIALTY.
LOTS
residence on Wall street to 1. W.
to be able to do something toward con
for $2.HM and last year's taxes,
tributing to its success so far as Santa Albuquerque,
Reduced 20 Degrees in Summer.
New Mexico
amounting to $31. They will remove
'Hi,
Never eat heavy carbonaceous foods Fe county and northern New Mexico
to Colorado Springs, that their son.
4m
Harvey, may attend the high school at for the morning meal, for these foods is Iconcerned.
LAND
TO GOVERNMENT
TITLE
upon
happy
a
you
have
hit
think
should follow and not precede hard
ACQUIRED CHEAPLY WITHOUT
that place.
coming
of
Montezuma
subject
the
At the meeting of the I. O. O. F. work.
RESIDENCE OR OCCUPATION.
for next fall's entertainment. It Is a
The best morning foundation is subject
lodge, the following officers were elect-oi- l
treatment
limitless
of
almost
ADand cream, a little fruit, a
FOR FULL PARTICULARS
fur the ensuing six months: L. H. Grape-NutCoffee and possi- so far as color and spectacular effects DRESS
Miller. N. G.; Harry Shidler. V. (.: up of Postum Food
of
enterprise
and
concerned,
the
are
W. H. Chamberlain, secretary; W. N. bly a couple of eggs prepared to suit your people, pronounced as it is. and so
When you want" to ; buy Flour and Bran, or want to sell
JOHN D. ACKERMAN,
Kight. treasurer; Homer Hays, trus the taste this breakfast is sufficient recognized all over the southw. st, will
Wheat, write to
either
Land Attorney, 606 Montgomery SL,
tee; W. A. Hunter, re preventative to to satisfy the hardest worker,noonday
be put to the test to do it justice. But I
San Francisco, Cal.
BELEN, N. M.
the grand lodge which meets at So- of brain or muscle, until the
Proprietor.
BECKER,
JOHN
prove
It
will
a
tre
no
doubt
have
that
neal.
corro In Octolter.
Judging from t lie "get
success
mendous
presParticularly
true
at
the
is
this
stage
for
on
the
G. W. Wilcox left
list of names which ornaments
t
ent season of the year, when meat and there"
Duiano. From there he willHegosays
your association's letter head.
internal
the
foods
fatty
increase
other
vibit.
Maneos for an extended
STEVE LALLING, Prop.
I am leaving here next week for tne
in the heat of the body and make the summer
that he will spend the summer
pueblo
some
do
exca
to
Pecos
ancient
disagreeable.
more
day
goes
still
back
We handle the finest line of Liquor
mountaiiib and that when be
Grape-Nutcome to you from the vating among the ruins of the historic
to Oklahoma, it will be for the purpose
village, you know and Cigars. All patrons and frier
The
Pecos
church.
having
been
serve,
grocer
ready
to
altihigher
of bringing bis wife to this
the factory by food ex- was Montezuma's birthplace. Beneath cordially invited to visit tLe Icebei.
tude, where she may enjoy bettur fully cooked atsaving
Mall Orders Receive Prompt Attention
in time and exer the crumbled altar walls of this church
Couth icond street
nerts and this
health than she now does. Times.
tion is appreciated by the housewife as tiadltlon has it, there is buried a great
Pure Light Brahma Eggs for Hatching:
which is guarded constantly
Fiank Wride came down from Dur- well as the economy, lor being a con treasure,
pink
by
eyes."
with
J.
snake
white
teaspoonsl'ul
is
"a
organization
food,
four
completed
the
centrated
ango and
Albuqueraue. Nw Mexico.
501 North Flrt Street
sufficient for the cereal part of a meal I m not look! ufe for snakes, understand,
In
of a local labor tiiihm.
D.lei
my
way
gets
in
felow
while
if
that
only
divided
cent.
one
but
person
be
company
costs
should
and
for one
Our fir"
wet
A booklet of excellent recipes is I am in search of "treasure." I shall
into two teams and give a dry and
dispatch him and have him on exhibi
July.
of
found in each package of Grape-Nutexhib:'.' .n run on the Fourth
Flour, Feed, Provisions. Hay
shot by from whicn many easy and delicious tion at Albuquerque along about "OcThe Navajo ludiau recentlyhigh
road warm weather dishes can be made for tober 14 to 18 Inclusive." and we will
O. H. Buck is reported on the
and Qrain.
Montezuma recog- 206 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE.
to recovery. His doctor deserted him luncheon and supper that are not only see whetheraa or notsame
reptile
he left
nizes him
the
nutritious but pleasing to the Valate.
for a game of cooncan.
Imported French and Italian
A.BUQUtiRaUE. tl. M.
A. Rosen
A trial of the above selection of food In charge of his "treasure," when be
At the school election Dr. three-yeaDEALERS IN
r
wing
for the Mexican southland.
for ten days will prove to anyone that took
Goods.
thal was elected for the
Awaiting your commands and any
E.
A.
health and vigor, an active mind and a
term bv eiabt majority. His opponent
AND
UOOORS.
GROCERIES
may
h.j
you
deem proper towas keen enjoyment of the pleasures of suggestions
Sole stents for San Antonio Lime.
W. M. Johnson, wa3 not awara
FIRE INSURANCE
summer will take the place of poor dl ward a general exhibit from thU couna candidate.
gestion, a dull brain and that heavy ty and section.
six horse team
M. McKenzle'a
TT94 deUyery to il 1 parts of the city,
Secretary Mutual Buildlnf association
Very truly yours,
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TOTAL ABSTINENCE.

Railroad Topics

Oshkosh

Several
engineers and
firemen are planning to enjoy an outing of several week on the Upper Rio
1'ecoe.
The work train and force have returned to the shops from the Rio Puer-co- ,
where they did some timely work

of engines has been dethroned, and the
reigning sovereign is now Santa Fe
decapod No. 987. Engine No. 87 is
6.800 pounds heavier than 988 and 989.
both of which were in Topeka and
were "in their day" the biggest engines
in the world. The new monarch of all
locomotives wljl be In Topeka for the
to prevent washouts.
rest of the week. It came in "dead"
C. C. Hardy, who wag here personally looking after work on the new and will be set up by the shopmen
transfer talile at the shops, returned here. After being put Into running order, it will be sent to the lines west of
to Topeka this morning.
Albuquerque, where it will enter the
D. D. Amos will be off duty for a freight
seriee.
short time. He is a bollermaker's
helper, and yesterday, while at work,
MAKING PROGRESS.
sever ly sprained his
well-know-

n

wrist.
Mrs. Jam?s Notley is arranging to
leave in a few days for Fort Madison,
Iowa, where she will visit relatives and
friends. She is the wife of a machinist
In the local shops.
Assistant General Manager Oreig, of
Island, left for Dawson
El
and other points along the line of the
Dawson road and will lie absent from
Alamogordo for several days.
Senator W. H. Andrews will
arrive at Kennedy station tonight
and Senator Arthur Kennedy tomor
row. to look after the construction
work of the Santa Fc Central railway.
building at the
The new
Alamogordo depot is receiving the
Bteel tile roof. Plastering and finish
ing is being rushed and the building
will be ready for occupancy in two
Faso-Koc-

k

prolt-abl- y

two-stor- y

weeks.

Fred Swanson. who recently accept
ed a position in Division Master Me
chanic s olfice at Needles, was in San
Bernardino Tuesday. Mr. Swanson
came west from Albuquerque, where
ue was clerk in the car sheds.
Two prominent railroad men had a
clash in the postofflce at Santa Fe,
lilood flowed freely. One had several
fingers broken and the other received
several bad cuts In the head, the ag'
gressor was arrested and paid his fine,
According to the reports coming to
thia city from the east through private
letters, James Hopan, boilermaker fore
man at Fort Madison, ha3 been appointed to the position of boiler Inspector or. the eastern grand division of
the giand division of the Santa Fe.
H. C. Van Burkirk has been appoint
ed to the position of round house fore,
man at Alamogordo under Superln
Mr. Van Burkirk
tendent Ridgway.
for some time had the position as joint
general foreman of machinery at Santa
Rosa and resigned that position to ac
cept the appointment above mentioned.
J. D. Thompson, who some years ago
had a fire in the blacksmith shop here,
but who recently has been in the Alliu- quernue, N. M., shops of the company.
was given charge of the scrap Iron
gang working under that department
here Monday afternoon. Mr. Thompson
lost two fingers under a steam hammer
while on duty at Ainuquerque a few
weeks ago and has not worked since.'
Topeka Journal.
I. H. Watkins. I. E. Jones and Clen-toWisner. of Scranton, and Mr. Randolph, representing the .Baltimore &
Ohio railroad, were visitors in Alamogordo and Cloudeioft. Messrs.
Jones and Wisner are largely interested in the El Paso & Rock Island
railroad and in the several companies
connected with the enterprise. They
expressed themselves as greatly
pleased with all they saw.
T. J. Helm, general agent of the Denver &. Rio Grande railway in Santa Fe,
has completed arrangements for an excursion from Santa e to San Juan
Pueblo on June 24. when the Pueblo
Indians of that place will have their
The San
annual dance and least.
Juan festival is the most Interesting
Pueblo Indian celebration in that vicinity and undoubtedly a large crowd
will go to San Juan to witness it.
The San Bernardino Sun says: Slowly but surely the Santa Fc olficials at
this place are reinstating all of the
men laid off seme ten days ago on account of the strike, with ttie exception
of the hoilermak'M's, and it will only
be a matter ot time, and the indications arc a very short time nt that,
until ail of the employes recently given
an "indefinite" vacation, will be restored to their places. No better evidence of this can be had than the fact
that nearly all of the sfiopmen who
were unavoidably laid off. yet were
kept on the pay roll as watchmen at
the company's yards, are being returned to their old places in the shops, and
men
down town r.ireu as watch
men in their places.
n

Wat-kin-

Sixty Southern Cotton Mills May Enter
a Combination.
New York. June 12. according to F.
L. Underwood gratifying progress is
being made In the matter of the proposed combine of southern cotton
mills. He has just returned from an

extensive tour through North Carolina,
South Carolina, Georgia and Alabama,
tne states in which the cotton mills
Mr. Underwood is endeavoring to combine are located. If the combination
goes through there wil be something
iike sixty constituent concerns, and
the capital stock of the combine will
be in excess of $30,niKi,ufi. Very little
cash will be required, as practically all
the properties will be taken over by
means of an exchange of the stock of
the combine for the assets of the constituent plants.
Real Friend.
"I suffered from dyspepsia and indigestion for fifteen years." says W. T.
Sturdevant. of Merry Oaks, N. C.
"After I had tried man doctors and
medicines to no avail one of my friends
persuaded me to try Kodol. It gave
A

immediate relief. I can eat almost anything I want now and my digestion is
good. I cheerfully recommend Kodol."
Don't try to cure stomach trouble by
dieting. Tnat only further weakens the
system. You need wholesome, rtrength-eninfood. Kodol enables you to assimilate what you eat by digesting It
without the stomach's aid. J. H.
ORielly & Co., and B. H. Briggs & Co.

g

Is Entertaining the Catholic
Total Abstinence Union.
Oshkosh, Wis., June 12. Oshkosh is
entertaining the annual state convention of the Catholic Total Abstinence
Union. The sessions began this afternoon at the Athearn hotel and were
preceded by the celebration of high
mass at St. Peter's church. The participants Included between forty and
fifty priests who came from all parts of
the state. The officers of the union
are: President. Rev. W. J. Rice. Stevens Point; secretary ."Rev. F. J. Flss,
of Berlin; treasurer. Rev. James O'Mal-ley- ,
of Oshkosh. Their annual reports
showed the organization to have been
unusually active during the past year
in spreading total abstinence among
the lay people of the state.
Ready to Yield.
"I used DeWltfs Witch Hazel Salve
for piles and found it a certain cure,"
says S. R, Meredith. Willow Grove,
Del. Operations unnecessary to cure
piles. They always yield to DeWitt's
Witch Hazel Salve. Cures skin diseases, all kinds of wounds. Accept no
counterfeits. J. H. O Rielly & Co., and
B. H. Briggs & Co.

Texas Summer School.
Austin, Texas. June 12. What promises to lie the most successful summer
school of the University of Texas was
opened today with a large enrollment
of students. The faculty this session
consists of nineteen instructors, including several heads of schools at the University of Texas. Professor Ritchie, of
Baylor university and President Pritch-ett- .
of the Sam Houston normal school.
The term lasts six weeks.
How to Avoid Trouble.
Now Is the time to provide yourself
and family with a bottle of Chamberlain's Colic. Cholera and Diarrhoea
Remedy. It is almost certain to b
leeded before the summer Is over, an
,f procured now may save yon a trly.
to town hi the night or in your busiest
season. It is everywhere admitted to
be the most successful medicine in use
for bowel complaints, both for children
and adults. No family can afford to be
without it. For sale by all druggists.

J. Rafael

Cor-

dova, Wagon Mound. IflO acres. Mora
county; Juan Pablo Sedillo, Manzano,
85.40 acres, Valencia county.
Desert Land Entry Robert L.
Santa Fe, 320 acres. Valencia

tion.

Watts, of Salem. Mo., is instructive. "I
have been troubled with kidney disease
for the last five years. I lost flesh and
never fe.- - well and doctored with leading physicians and tried all remedies
suggested without relief. Finally I
tried Foley's Kidney Cure and less
than two bottles completely cured me
and I am now sound and well."
Pharmacy.

have used Ayer's Cherry Pectoral
Just a little of it cures a
A. G.
cold and stops a cough."
Hamilton, Marietta, Ohio.
25c, Mc, ll.M.

J.

C. AYEI CO., Lnrcll, Mus.

PROFESSIONAL. CARDS
MINING ENGINEER.
V. V. CLARK.
Mlnln
and metallurgical engineer,
West Gold avenue, A.ouquerque, N. M.

Dr. Conner.
Post graduate of Dr. A. T. Still's School
OsteopHthy,
of
Klrkvllle. Ma Lung trouble and all chronic diseases a specialty.
Office. Whiting building, rooms 21 and
23; Automatic telephone. 164.
DENTISTS
My dental office win bo closed
June 22. E. J. Alger.

until

LAWYERS

Bernard 8. Rodey
Albuquerque, 1
Prompt attention given to all business
pertaining to the profession. Will practice In all courts of the territory and before the United States land office.
ATTOR.s

M.

i. M. Bond
42

F

Office,
well block, Albuquerque, N. M.

OOOOOOOOC-OOOOOOOOO-

Railway:
Chihuahua 30,098 Inhabitants; Parral 16.382; Zacatecas 34,438;
Qjanaluato 40,580; Leon 63.263;OuadalaJara
101,208;
Queretaro
Zamora 12.633; Aguascallentes 37,816; Irapuato 19,640.
It also reaches the cities of Torreon 13,845; San Luis PotosI
60.S58; Tampico (Mexican Gulf port) 16,313; Celar 25,665; Pachnca
Dally Pullman service between St. Louis. Mo., and Mei?co City,
also between Kansas City, Mo., and Mexico City, and vice versa.
C. R. HUDSON, G. F.
P. A.
W. D. MURDOCK, A. G. P. A, Mexico City.
W. 8. MEAD, Commercial Agent, El Paso, Texas.

The Name
Please.
Tell me the name and address of your friend in the
East who might be induced to come West this summer. I
will furnish him, or her, with complete Information regarding the low excursion rates and the best routes, reserve
berths, and do everything possiole to make your friend's
Journey comfortable and pleasant.
If you're going East, should be glad to do as much for

N.

st-e- et.

ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

Calls attention to the fact that:
It U the only Standard Guage Routa from the United States frontier to Mexico City.
It Is the only line In Mexico that can offer the traveling: public
the conveniences and comforts of Standard Guage Pullman Drawing
Rojm Sleepers, lighted by Pintsch Gas.
It Is the only line by which you can t.avel without change from
Kansas City, Mo., to Mexico City.
It is the only line by which you can travel without change from
St. Louis, Mo., to Mexico City.
The lines of the Mexican Central Railway pass through 15 of the
27 states of the Republic. Eight million of the thiteen million Inhabitants of Mexico are settled contiguous to them.
The principal mining regions receive their supplies and exnort
their products over it Chihuahua. Sierra Mojada, vfaplml. Fresnlllo, f?
Parral, Guanacevi, Durango, Zacatecas, Guanajuato Sombrerete, Pach- - K
uca, etc., etc.
When You Travel for Business, Go Where Business Is Done.
There are only five cities of over 35,000 Inhabitants In the Republic of Mexico that are not reached by the Mexican Central line.
The following ten cities are reached enly by the Mexican Central

37.4S7; City of Mexico 3R8.777.

1

Specialties Keports, surveys and maps:
pinna and reduction works; mines and
mining Investments; second hand mining
machinery; custom assaying and analysis.
OSTEOPATHY.

ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

The Mexican Central Railway Co., Limited

38,-01- 6;

E. W. Dobson

shape.

I

you.

illlllteiiJij

Ticket Office 1039 17th St.

Crom

G. W. VALLERY, General Agent,

John H. 8tlngle,

Q
ATTORNEY-AT-LAConcerning Trade Tricks.
O
Cromwell block
O
The old saying that there are 0 Albuquerque, N. M.
O "tricks in all trades" has outlived O
PHY8ICIANS
O its truthfulness, if there ever was O
O any truth in it. This store does 0
Dr. J, E. Bronson

0
0
0
Territoria. Treasurer J. H. Vaughn 0
received from A. F. Witzel. collector 0
of Grant county. $13,719.19 for 1901 0
G.43 of 1900 taxes: from John
taxes;
0
C. Spears, collector of McKinley coun- 0
ty. $2,597.67, taxes of 1901.
0
0
Was Wasting Away.
The following letter from Robert R. 0
Territorial Funds.

"I

tor 52 years.

--

county.

Forest Reserves.
I. B. Hanna. superintendent of forest
reserves for New Mexico, has received
notice from the Interior department
that his jurisdiction has been again
extended over the forest reserves of
Arizona, which several months ago
had been withdrawn from his jurisdic-

Always comes promptly?
Ever faithful? Saved your
life? Then hold fast to him.
We believe In doctors. Ask
yours about Ayer's Cherry
Pectoral for hard colds,
coughs of all kinds, asthma,
bronchitis, and other throat
and lung troubles. For 60
years doctors have used it.

W., Washington. P. C. Pensions,
patents, copyrights, caviats, letters lands,
patent,
trade marks, claims.
MADAME PHILIPPS
William D. Lee
216 South Second Street.
ATTORJEY-AT-i,AOitloe, room 1
N.
Armljo
T.
building.
Will practice It
,
I
CI
snam- - all the courts of the territory.
omgeiug,
pooing.hair dress- R. W. D. Bryan
ATTORNEY-AT-LAAlbuquerque. N.
ng, facial mas-mge- , M. Office, First National Bank building
Frank W. Clancy
human hair
ATTORNEY-- ,
LAW, rooms 2 and S.
N.
T.
Armljo
building, Albuquerque, N.M
switches in every

OFFICIAL MATTERS.

Homestead Entries

YourDoctor

not countenance tricks of any 0
Homeopathic Physician,
sort to catch the unwary.
The 0 Room 17,
Whiting Block.
plain, simple policy of buying 0
DR. I. SAYLIN.
good merchandise and selling it 0
Pnyslclan and Surgeon.
at a just profit is what has gained 0
Office. Fruita Ke Pacific hospital. Albufor us the public confidence. What 0 querque.
M. Private hours. 1 to S p. m.
you read in our "ads" you can 0 Hospital N.'phonos:
Automatic, 117; old
tie to. People with money to 0 phone, n.
spend nnturally go to the safe 0
trading place. Golden Rule Dry 0

0

Goods Co.

000000000 0o 000000000

Deming will be tne greit smelter
center. Two large plants will be installed within the year.
uHARANTEED SILK GLOVES. 50
CENTS PER PAIR. ROSEN WALD

The Union
Market
207

West Gold Avenue.

BROS.

Keep Cool!

1

DENVER.

9

WE,
THE UNDERSIGNED,
DESIRE
TO HAVE

THE PLEASURE

OF EXPRESSING OUR
APPROVAL OF THE
ADOPTED BY THE
OFFICIAL
DELEGATION OF THE
TEXAS FEDERATION WOMEN'S CLUBS.
WE WISH ALSO TO EXPRESS OUR APPRECIA-TIOOF THE EXCELLENT SERVICE OF THE SANTA FE ROAD; OF TH E MANAGEMENT; OF THE SPECIAL TRAIN; OF THE COURTESY OF EVERY OFFICIAL FROM
SUPERINTENDENT
TO PORTER; OF THE PERFECTION OF THE
HARVEY EATING HOUSES. MAY THE SANTA FE LIVE LONG AND
PROSPER.
MRS. PERCY V. P EN NYP ACKER, Pres. Texas F. W. Clubs.
MRS. ANNA McLEAN MOORES.
RESO-LUTION-

S

Wear the right kind of a hat. Get a
frice straw, a canvas or a French chip
nobby and inexpensive. We have plenty of them. Simon Stern, the Railroad
Avenue Clothier.
It will pay you to see Hall & Learn-aruiusHuuiuurariBn
before purchasing a piano,
o
Deming has lncrtased 50 per cent In
population In four years.
Deming water and pure ozone make
strong and healthy people.
R. P. HALL, Proprietor
WV. GOETTING & CO, Proorletors.
IT WILL BE TIME WELL INVESTED TO READ OUR ADVERAll kinds of Fresh Meats handled. Iron and IJ aei; Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; fchaftings. Pulleys,
ROSENWALD BROS.
Cholera Morbus a Dangerous Disease. TISEMENT.
Grade .ars, Babbit Metal; Columns And Iron Fronts for Buildings;
Sausage making a snecialtv.
In many instances attacks of cholera
Repairs on Mining and Mill Machinery a Specialty.
morbus terminate fatally before medi
cine can be procured or a physician
FOUNDRY SIDE RAILROAD TRACK. ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
Homestead Entry No. HTM.
summoned.
The safe way is to keep
Notice for Publication.
at hand a reliable medicine for use in
A BIG SHOW COMING
Department of the interior. Land Of
such cases. For this purpose, there is
Time Tables
Railroad
fice
at
M.,
N.
1,
nothing
ColMay
Santa
1902.
so
sure
Fe,
as
Cnamberlain's
Is it a burn? Use Dr. Thomas'
Notice Is hereby given that the folOil. A cut? Use Dr. Thomas' ic. Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy. W.
lowinf? named settler iias filed notice
E. Bosworth. of Lafayette. Ala., says:
Eclectrie Oil. At your diiiggists.
of his intention to make final proof la
"In June, 19u0, I had a serious attack
o
support of his claim, and that said
AND
After a visit to old friends in Pueblo, of cholera morbus and one dose of
proof will be made before the probate
Colo., Mrs. B. F. Davis came in from Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarcounty,
clerk
of
Bernalillo
at Albuquerthe north last night and continued on rhea Remedy gave me relief in fifteen
i Unhealthy flair A Health; Hair.
que, N. M., on June 10. 1902, viz; Juan
to her home In Los Angeles. Mrs. minutes." For sale by all druggists.
Or
Aldorcte, for the VV2 NE',4. V SE',4
Sm
gcrmt that
Davis resided in this city wiieu her
"A" mark asterE. R. Cassell, the San Bernardino dustartataround
sec. z , l . a ., it. 6 E.
e
husband was the manager for the A. A. shop
and nal layor of
an
who
suffered
from
blacksmith
He names the folowlng witnesses to
O "
Shaath.
at at tha root of Uia
Grant enterprises.
attack of appendicitis vhi! at work, hair, making danoV mark the nf trior
prove his continuous residence upon
WILL EXHIBIT AT
gone
t
lias
to lie company's hospital at ruff, causing falling txtrtmlty. B"
and cultivation of said land, viz:
Spring Fever.
(In
1,
l'JUJ.)
marka tha Internal
Los Angeles, where he will probably
Effect June
Calb'tano (lurule, Calletano Alder-ele- .
hair. flaalljr
Spring fever is another name for bil- undergo an operation.
C " mark
Albuquerque,
layar.
Manuel K do Actina. of Eseobosa,
In root of tb hair.
ARRIVE
iousness. It is more serious than most
FROM THE NORTH.
M.,
N.
I).
and
AlbuQulntana,
Jose
of
No. 1, California Express.... 7: 15 n. m.
people think. A torpid liver and
Virulent Cancer Cured.
querque, N. M.
June, 14-- .
No. 7. Mex.
bowels mean a poisoned system.
Cal. Exnress. 10: (Ci n.m.
Startling proof of a wonderful adr..
MANUEL
OTEItC,
Register.
No. i, California Limited. . . . 10 On a.m.
If neglected, serious illness may follow vance in medicine is given bv druggist
NEVVBRO'S
such symptoms. DoWitt's Little Early G. W. Roberts, ot Elizabeth. W. Va. An
LEAVE GOING NORTH.
No. 2, Atlantic Express
Risers remove all danger by stimulat- old man there had long suffered with
8:30 a.m.
ing the liver, opening the bowels and what good doctors pronounced incuraNo. 4, Chicago Limited
11:53 p.m.
cleansing the system of impurities. ble cancer. They believed his case
7: 15') n.in.
No. 8, f'liii ai;o Kxiuck.Dealers in
Safe pills Never gripe. "I have taken hopeless till he used Electric Bitters
ARRIVES FROM SOUTH.
No. 22, Atlantic F.xDrchc
DeWitt's Little Early Risers for torpid and applied Bucklen's Arnica Salve,
7:10 a.m.
Destroys those parasitic germs;
Sheep,
Wool,
GOING SOUTH.
Hides,
LEAVES
liver every spring for years." writes R. which treatment completely cured him.
nd
is
onlv
hair
the
it
nrenaratinn
No. 27, Mexico Express
M. Everly. Moundsville. W. Va. "They When Electric Bitters are used to ex11:00 p.m.
that does. Deatrov tha mum
ARRIVE
WEST.
FROM
do me more good than anything I have pel bilious, kidney and microbe poisons
you
remove
Goat skins
tha effect."
No. 2, Atlantic Express
8:03 a.m.
ever tried." J. H. O'Rielly & Co.. and at the same time this salve exerts its
No. 4, Chicago Limited
P.. H. 1'lirKS & t'O.
11:45 p.m.
FOR SALE BY DRUGGISTS.
matchless healing powe r, blood disWRITE
FOR
PRICES
33
No. t, Chicano Express
0:45 p.m.
eases, skin eruptions, ulcers and sores
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
LEAVE GOING WEST.
The" Topeka State Journal says: vanish
Bitters 5ic, Salve 2 at all
'1
secNo. 1. California Express.... 8:15 p.m.
jtlru;.;gi.st3.
There arrived in opeka, lor the
1882
THOUSANDS SAVED Oy
1932 No. :!, California Limited. ...11 :i" a.m.
ond time since January, the largest enIn the current number of the AmeriNo. 7. Mex. ti Cal. Express. l' 45 p.m.
gine in the world. And the engine
today is not the one can Engineer. Gtorge.R.
len'derfon, OB. KING'S NEW
No. 7 will carry mail from the east
which arrive-- '
-- i
DiSGGVEfiY
and No. 2 from the west.
which arive.l in January. The old king superintendent of motive power of the
See the great bicycle whirl present-eSanta Fe, has an article on the topic.
No. 3 arrives Tim, .elay and MonSo!e agents for casino and 0;a brand
For Consumption. Coughs, Co ds
by four ladies and four gentlemen
"Overloading of Locomotives."
Eddays. No. 4 arrives Tuesday and FiiCanned Goods. Dealers in
bicycle champions.
ward Grafstrom, mechanical engineer
THP.CAT AND LUNC THOuBLtS.
and
all
A large menagerie of rare wild aniof the same, also writes about "Loco,
Local freight No. !!i, going south,
Staphe and Fancy Groceries
moiive Traction lucrcasers." and R. R This wonderful inlit im jxisitively
mals.
(allies passingeis.
214
street.
South
Second
fiii arenic stars.
DYSPEPSIA TABLETS C. Sanderson, formeily assistant super- cun-F. L. MYERS. Agent.
Colls
Butter Best on
10 funny clowns.
intendent of machinery for tli" Santa Bronchitis, Asthma, Pneumonia, Hillsboro Creamery
earth
cure dyspepsia ana all disorders aris- Fe. but now Miierit. tendent of motive
Don't fail to see the free morning
MONUMENTS.
delivery.
Free
solicited.
Orders
ing from indigestion. Endorsed by phy- eowei for the Seaboard Air line, dis- liny Fever, Pleurisy, Lftfirii-iAll kinds of stone and .liable work. exhibition on the show grounds after
sicians every where. Sold by all' drug- cusses "Representation by Tonnatre in Hoarse iK'Ss.ftoreThror.tanUWhoop.
CORSETS ON KALE AT AM
moderate. Shop and yard cor- tli- free morning street parade.
Prices
gists. No cure, no pay. 25 cents. Trial the M. C. B. Association." Mr. Sander- ingCough. Every Lottie guaranteed
Two performances, afternoon and
OF FIG CUE. ROSENWALD ner Fifth street and Uallrottl avenue.
package free by writing to TO. II. Hook- son alto heads the program tor the anevening. Doors open at p. m. and 7
II. Q. MAURINU.
BROS.
er & Co., Buffalo, N. Y. J. H. O Riolly nual meeting of master car builders at
oNO CURE. NO PAY.
P m.
& CO., and B. H. Briggs & Co.
Saratoga, N. Y., beginning June IS.
i
tflCfc 50c.and $1. TRIAL BOTTLES FREE.
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.
Eubscrlbe for The Daily Citizen
Excursion rates ou all railroads.
Commencement at Penn.
Philadelphia. Pa.. June 12. The com
mencement week program of the Uni
versity of Pennsylvania is ushered In
tonight with the commencement exercises of the Zelosopliie society. The
exercises of the Philomathean society
follow tomorrow night and Saturday
witnesses numerous reunions of alum
ni. Sunday Rev. Elwood Worcester, D.
I)., preaches the commencement sermon nt St. Stephen's church, class day
comes Monday, alumni day Tuesday
and the graduation exercises conclude
the program Wednesday.
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LOCAL PARAGRAPHS,
Miss Katherine Bell, of San Antonio,
is here on a visit to her sisters and

brother.
H. J. Ramer. the big cattleman of
the Watrous district, up. north. Is !n
the city on business.
Jake Levy, a well known sport of the
city, left last night for Santa Fe, where
he will find quietude and rest for a few
days.

Our $2.50
Men's Box Calf Shoes
ARE BY ALL ODDS THE BEST
WEARING SHOES THAT LEATHER
CAN
AND MACHINERY
MAKE.
THEY ARE STRICTLY ALL SOLID
AND
THROUGHOUT
HONESTLY
MADE FROM TOP TO BOTTOM, AND
hfcEL TO TOE. NO IMITATIONS,
NO CUT OFF VAMPS; NO WEAK
PARTS; NO DECEPTIONS. WE GIVE
YOU THE BEST THAT GOOD, GENUINE MATERIALS AND EXPERT
CAN
AMERICAN
SHOEMAKERS
PRODUCE.
SINGLE OR DOUBLE
SOLES, PLAIN OR CAP TOE.

DAINTY BREAKFAST

FOODS

i

as well a choicest delicacies for lunch
and dinner, can always be found at
our store. We handle only first class
goods and can guarantee quality. Everything offered for sale here is strictly fresh and Just as represented. We
carry a large stock of selected family
and fancy groceries.
Pure teas and
coffees a specialty. Low prices, too.
Prompt service.

A. Singer and son have gone to Mora
county. Mr. Singer Is the outside traveler for Orunsfeld Bros., wholesale dry
goods merchants.
Edward Grunsfeld, of the Equitable
Life Assurance society firm of Grunsfeld & Cramer, was a north bound passenger 'last night.
J. E. Luce, brother of Mrs. J. G. and
Mrs. G. F. Albright, is here from Cisco,
Texas, and will remain on a visit for a
week or ten days.
After a long sojourn In this city Mrs.
M. A. McMillan and daughter. Miss
Jessie, left this morning for their home
in Kansas City, Mo.
Yesterday Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Pies-te- l
had as their guest Mrs. O. M. Fair-chilof St. Louis. The lady was, when
a resident of this city, Miss Media Tyler.
The regular Wednesday evening
prayer meeting of the Baptist church,
postponed
on account of the commencement exercises of the University, will be held tonight.
The annual meeting of the Commercial club will be held tonight. Three
directors to succeed M. W. Flournoy,
Wallace Hesselden and Ivan Grunsfeld
will have to be elected.
Orestl Bachechl, senior member of
the wholesale liquor house of Bachechl
& Glomi, Is aranging to send his wife
and children to the Jemez springs,
where they will spend the summer
months.
Mrs. Sallle Douglass and Misses Tat
tle and Harrison, three Las Vegas
school teachers, came in from the
ncrth last night, and continued west to
California, where they will spend their
vacation.
A special meeting of the Catholic
club will be held this evening at 8
o'clock In St. Mary's school. All mem
bers and others interested in the progress of the club are requested to be in
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(Great Money
avm Sale
'

n

Men arid Boy's Clothing,
Furnishing Goods,

Hats and Shoes,

25

Reduction on our Entire Stock of Men and
Boy's clothing. Nothing Reserved.
Our prices are always from 10 to 20 per cent lower than elsewhere
in the city and this special 25 per cent reduction will make our
prices less than other merchants pay for their clothing.

attendance.
Regular convocation of Rio Grande
chapter. No. 4, Royal Arch Masons,
Thursday evening, June 12. Visiting
Nob. 118 and 120 South Second St
companions cordially invited. Work
in the M. M. degree. L. H. Chamber-Un- ,
CJOOOCOOCOCXXXOCOXXXXXOOOO
secretary.
Andy Home, who has more faith COCOCX3000COCXXXXXXXXXXXXXX3
than the average man in the mineral
New 'Phone OOOOCXDOOOOCOOOOOO
of tho great Cochitl dis Old 'Phone
Low cut shoes are popular for sum- resources
152
59.
Is In the city today from Bland.
trict.
mer wear. We have them in all the He will probably return north tomor
styles and shapes, light or heavy soles. row morning.
J. W. Edwards
Ladles' black kid sandals, new line,
F. C. Buell, a well known citizen of
rogrcssive Mortician and Em
11.25 to 11.75.
Cerrillos, was here for a few hours last
balmer.
Ladies' black vlcl, Louis and opera night, on his way south on a business
heels, 11.50 to $3.00.
trip. While absent' from CerTtllos Open day and night. Calls are
Misses' spring heel oxfords and san- his son, Lloyd, will have charge '(if his
promptly attended to.
' "
business at Cerrillos.
dals, 2M to 6, $1.60 to $1.75.
Hell Monuments
Burg
a
Attorney
C.
expecting
Also
is
E.
I
Full line of men's Oxfords, $1.75 to
visit in a few days from his brother, Office and parlor- $4.00.
N. Second
John B. Burg, and wife, nee Miss Do
They
now
are
Otero.
in
lores
southern
California, and en route to their home
stop
n Washington, D. C, will
over
'
MONEY TO LOAN.
bracing Oxfords, sandals, colonials and
u
g
13 IT
g
,.
On diamonds, watcnes, etc., or any ipera slippers. Come and make your here for a short time.
George E. Cook and wife came in
Rood security; also household
goods selection before the sizes are broken.
Mrs. Cook o
Telephone Service g
stored with me; strictly confidential. New lot of Infants',
and from Socorro this morning. vacation
in
Highest cash price paid for household misses' sandals on salechildren's
week at will spend her summer will
this
for
and
California,
southern
leave
goods. Automatic 'phone 120.
8
C. May's popular priced shoe store, 208
Q
YOU WANTT
the golden state tonight, while Mr.
T. A. WHITTEN, 114 Gold avenue. West Railroad avenue.
keep
Cook will return to Socorro and
R
QUICK AND RELIABLE!
8
In Demlng the demand for rental his eye on the beef trust.
houses is five times in excess of the
Word comes from San Jose, Cal.,
supply.
W. L. Hathaway is getting along
that
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.
READ
OUR ADVERTISEMENT
nicely, and is up and around after his g THE COLORADO TELEPHONE x
Demlng, the railroad center of New FOR TAILOR MADE SUITS ROSEN-WAL- lohg illness. It is understood
that Mr. g
,,ND TELEGRAPH CO.
g
Mexico.
BROS.
Hathaway 'and family will leave San
See the newest in ladles' neckwear
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.
a
a
for
in
to
visit
Jose
short time
the
CRCKTON.
j
at The Economist
coast cities of southern California.
M ASS.
&
Alamogordo
Sacramento
Mountain
Deming, the gateway to the best
The board of education will hold an
LOAN
TO
MONEY
Railway.
Vart of Old Mexico.
Important meeting tonight and all the
Effective June 2nd first class passen- members should attend.
Important
READ OUR ADVERTISEMENT.
ger
Alamogordo
8
at
train will leave
matters as to installation of heating
EOSENWALD BROS.
On diamonds, watches or any good
a. ni., arriving at Cloudcroft at 10:50 system in the Fourth ward school and
Window shades in all colors and a. ni. daily. Return train leaves Cloudsecurity. Great bargains in watches
making
school
to
ward
editions
other
widths at Albert Faber's, 305 Railroad croft at 5:30 p. m arriving at Alamo- buildings will be brought up fur dis of every description.
gordo at 8 p. m.
Fresh Cut Flowers.
A. h. iNnw,
Passengers for these trains can take cussion.
IVES, THE FLORIST.
Prof. Jones and wife, formerly con
Demlng!
Don't overlook It if you breakfast at Alamogordo and 5 o'clock nected with the School of Mines, came 209 South Second street, few dooro
north of pestofflee.
&re looking for a sale and paying in- dinner at Cloudcroft.
in from the south this morning, and
A. N. BROWN.
vestment
meeting
town
city
are
around
friends
I. Route.
G. P. A., E. P.-today. They will return to Socorro to- GENTLEMENI
Mexican drawn work In endless variety at Albert Faber's, 305 Railroad
night, but it is learned that they may
Our selection of over two thousand
I
Curtains! Curtains! .Curtains! !
avenue.
spring samples, comprising all the
We are flowing up to date lace cur- soon become permanent residents of
In Deming another good hotel is tains in Brussels net, Irish point, Ara- this city.
fashionable goods for gentlemen's
suitings, fancy vestlngs, overcoats
seeded to accommodate the enormous bian w.l, Nottingham, Bobbinet and
P. Martinez, the well known ton- P.
Increase of 'population-land fulldresb suits, are ready for
musll-i- .
Albert Febar, 205 Railroad sorial artist who has been in business
your Inspection. Our tailoring and
afeilcan drawn work we are avenue.
in Gallup for the past few months, has
styles are unexcelled and the prices
o
showing a big assortment.
Albert
returned to the city and can be found
talk. Nettleton Tailoring Agency,
Notice.
all.
Faber, o05 Railroad avenue.
at the old stand on South Second
is
215 South Second street.
The Rico Cafe serves the best meals street, having bought out the barber
READ OUR ADVERTISEMENT.
in the city at 15 and 25 cents. Short shop formerly conducted by Mason &
KOSKNWALD BROS.
orders, 6 cents up, 111 North First Pollard.
In Demlng you can buy lots for $10U street
W.
TRIMBLE & CO.
R. R. Ave. Cloth.e
M. F. Myers has turned over the
ffhlch will pay you 100 per cent K less
Your parcels ana baggage delivered "Yellowstone" bar back to the whole Second street, between Railroad and
than twelve months.'
& Kakin, but will con
Copper avenue
Everybody is wearing low shoes this by tne Parcel Delivery to any part of salers, inMelinl
charge of the lodging rooms'
summer. You will need a pair. Our the city. Office 206 West Gold avenue. tinue
upstairs and his restaurant further Horses and Mules bought and exchang
styles are dressy and attractive, em Automatic phone No. 202.
south on First street. Cant. Jennings
ed. Livery, Sale, Feed and
cooooexxxxxxxxxxxoo
will in the future have charge of the
Transfer Stables
Yellowstone
bar.
BEST TURNOUT8 IN THE CITY
"Iyou want to know whnt siinirtty lretard men wear
Mrs. A. H. Gruber is here from Mil
3
this teuton, ask to see Stein llUnh Clothe."
waukee, Wis., on a visit to her sisters,
Address W. L. TRIMBLE & CO,
Mrs. Wallace Hesselden and Mrs. F,
Albuquerque, N. M. W. Schmaalmack, and brothers, the
lt
Peltier brothers, the plumbers. Mrs.
Victoria Peltier, the mother. Is expect
L.
ed to arrive here tonight, when there
205 West Gold avenue,
will be a grand reunion of the family
Next to First National Bank.
At the first meeting of the Woman's
Relief Corps since Memorial day. it New & Second Hand Furniture
was ordered that the thanks of the
Stoves and Household Goods.
corps be given to all friends of the
WE SOLICIT YOUR INQUIRIES AND ORDERS FOR THE ABOVE
Re airing a Specialty.
Woman's Relief Corps and Grand
BOTH IN SHELF AND HEAVY.
Army of the Republic, and to the cit
Furniture stored and packed for
izens of the city for their donations of
(lowers, and their aid in making the shipment. Highest prices paid for
Plows, Mowing Machines, Rakes, Hay
household goods.
day such a grand success.
Ordered second-ban1
June 10. Mrs. E. C. Whitson, presiNAILS, BALING AND BARB WIRES.
dent; Mrs. T. A. Wuitcomb, secretary
MINE AND MILL SUPPLIES.
&
CO.,
JACOB
SILVA
Attend the special 25 per cent reduc
BUILDERS' HARDWARE.
tion Bale on men s and Ik.vs clothin
PLUMBERS AND TINNERS.
Dealers In
at Golden Rule Dry Goods Company.
SAN ANTONIO WHITE STONE.
Albuquerque, N. U.
South First street.
From this day on we will sell Ham
mocks at cost. We have too many and
THIfc BEST BUILDING STONE IN
Phones: Aut. 248; Bell. 85.
will sell at cobt rather tnan carry over NEW MEXICO, USED IN ALL THE
line of
Hawley on tne corner, Uold ami Sec
cococcocococooc
CIO BUILDINGS IN ALBUQUERQUE
ond street.
AND IN THE SISTERS' HOSPITAL.
In Deming good sale loans can bt
Keep Cool!
YARDS ON RAILROAD AVENUE had at better rates than in the old es
Wear our negligee shirts; big line o BETWEEN FOURTH AND
First street
FIFTH tablished towns.
Monarchs; only $1.25. Simon Stern
to
'
o
BALLING BROU., Proprietors.
I
- A o
STREETS. ORDERS SOLICITED.
Hailroad Avenue Clothier.
the
i
STOVE REPAIRS.
o
Borradaile & Co.,
Wedding : Cake : a : Specialty
Special sale of. furnishing goods
Demlng has now a large Ice plant
117 Gold Ave.
hats, shoes and clothing for men and and electric light system under con
We desire patronage, and we
loys at the Golden Rule Dry Goods tract.
baking.
Ruppe's drus store open all night
guarantee
Company. Do not miss this oppor
o
Hi
207 8. First street, A'buqjerque, N. M
every night
tunity.
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.

J. L. BELL

& CO.

Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.

Oxfords and Slippers

:

EM

S SHOES

.

We have just added several new

in

T. MUENSTERMAN,

lines of light weigt footwaar

.

CITY NEWS.

We consider the Douglas the

I

best popular priced shoe in the
world. We also carry the Hanan
the finest of
shoe, which

L

SIMON STFRMjhe

Whitney

:

KEEP

H. SHOEMAKER,

WHOLESALE HARDWARE

COOL

i

X

b

i

Men's Jersey Knit
Bathing Suits $1.25

Boys' Jersey Knit
BathingSuits$1.00

A

U

Presses

7

complete

Men's Shirt Waists

'

Company

$1.75

PIONEER BAKERY

$2.50.

E. L. WASHBURN.

first-clas- s

